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Abstract 

In this report quantum key-recycle schemes (QKRSs) of the eavesdrop-detecting channel type 
are investigated. More precisely the security proof of the WnCm-cipher which was introduced 
by Damgard et al. [2005] is clarified and discussed. In addition a problem that occurred while 
verifying the derivation of their upper bound on key-recycling is solved and alternative methods 
that could lead to a strengthening of this key-recycling upper bound are considered. Finally the 
implementation issues for the WnCm-cipher are investigated. This led to the conclusion that the 
current technology level does not meet the requirements of this cipher. Therefore two new QKRSs 
which do not have this disadvantage are proposed. Note that this report is a detailed version of 
the graduation paper by Rugers, 2008. 
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Notation 

z' 
I :,c) 
(:,cl 
(1/ll:,c) 
A' 
(1/JIAI:,c) 
I 'I/-') ( :,cl 
{pt}l 

Complex conjugate of the complex number z 
Vector :p 
Vector dual to l:,c) 
Inner product between vectors 11/1) and I:P) 
Hermitian conjugate or adjoint of matrix A, A' = (AT)• 
Inner product between 11/J) and Al:,c) 
Outer product between vectors 11/1) and l:,c) 
A set of elements index by l 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Electrical engineers are continuously improving the performance of integrated circuits and com
puters. Companies active in the field of electronics use Moore's 'law' as their guideline. Moore's 
law states that the number of transistors on an integrated circuit roughly doubles every two years. 
With as result e.g. a significantly increase in computational power of integrated circuits over the 
last decades. 

Although the increase in computational power will be beneficial for all kinds of applications, it 
will also compromise the security of computationally secure cryptographic protocols. This security 
will be even more compromised if a quantum computer becomes available. 

The security of computationally secure cryptographic protocols often relies on the difficulty of 
solving a mathematical problem, as e.g. factorization which is used in the RSA protocol [4]. The 
security proof of these protocols is based on the assumption that the computational power of 
the adversary is limited and that there do not exist algorithms which solve these mathematical 
problems efficiently. Due to these assumption the security of such protocols can not be guaranteed 
in a strict mathematical sense. 

Perfect security can be obtained with information-theoretically secure cryptographic protocols. 
These protocols are mathematical shown to be secure, also in the case where the adversary has 
unlimited computational power. Perfect security implies that an adversary cannot learn anything 
about the encrypted message or key after observing the ciphertext. This ciphertext is formed by 
Alice and communicated to the receiver, Bob, see Figure 1.1. In this paper we assume that Eve is 
the adversary and that she has full access to the ciphertext. 

Alice Bob 
key k key k 

message x Ciphertext:Ek(x) message x 

secure environment secure environment 

Figure 1.1: A cryptographic system. 

In information-theoretically secure protocols Alice and Bob use the same key. Alice transforms the 
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12 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

message into the ciphertext using a key (encryption) and Bob reconstructs the message from this 
ciphertext using the same key (decryption). An example of an information-theoretically secure 
protocol is the one-time pad method. This protocol creates the ciphertext c by computing the 
componentwise modulo-two addition (denoted as ffi) of the binary message sequence x and the 
binary key sequence k both of the same length I: 

C = X ffi k. 

Shannon proved that this protocol is perfectly secure if the key is randomly picked, uniformly 
distributed and if it is only used once; hence the name one-time pad. Eve can only reconstruct 
the message x if she chooses the correct key, which occurs with a 2-1 probability. If Eve likes to 
try all possible keys she would need 21 attempts. Even for relatively small values of l, using the 
most advanced computers, the decryption time would become prohibitively large. 

In the previous paragraph we observed that the key sizes are needed to be equal to the message 
sizes to maintain perfect security. More important, however, is that for every new message a new 
secure key is needed. With classical technologies Alice and Bob have to decide face-to-face what 
the key(s) should be, or they can use a courier to exchange the key(s). Until recently governments 
used diplomats to exchange secure keys. This however is a very time consuming method. 

An interesting alternative for this secure key exchange method comes from the field of quant.um 
cryptography and is called quantum key distribution ( QKD). The paper 'Brief History of Quantum 
Cryptography: A Personal Perspective' from G. Brassard [5] starts with: 

"Quantum cryptography is the only approach to privacy ever proposed that allows 
two parties ... to communicate with provably perfect secrecy under the nose of an 
eavesdropper endowed with unlimited computational power and whose technology is 
limited by nothing but the fundamental laws of nature." 

Quantum Cryptography is cryptography based on the laws of quantum mechanics. The most 
important property used by quantum cryptography is the impossibility to distinguish and clone 
non-orthogonal states. This property provides the opportunity to distinguish between the situation 
where Eve has been active as an eavesdropper and the situation where she was not active. This 
was recognized by Wiesner in the seventies. He proposed a way to make banknotes which are 
impossible to counterfeit. In 1984 Bennett and Brassard used these properties to detect Eve's 
actions in the first QKD-protocol. This protocol received the name BB84 [6]. In 1989 secret 
quantum transmission over a distance of 325 millimeters became a fact[7]. The research on QKD 
protocols became more intense and resulted in the first commercially available systems [8] in 2004. 

The possibility to detect Eve's actions can also be used to securely recycle cryptographic keys. 
The first quantum key-recycle scheme (QKRS) was introduced by Bennet, Brassard and Breidbart 
in the unpublished manuscript: "Quantum Cryptography II: How to reuse a one-time pad safely 
even if P = N P". Subsequent results in this research are found by Leung [9] and Oppenheim and 
Horodecki [10], and by Damgard, Pedersen, and Salvail [1]. Damgard eta!. introduced a QKRS, 
which securely recycles the largest amount of key material compared to the other schemes. The 
protocol in [1] is called the WnCm-cipher. This QKRS securely recycles the most key material and 
will explained together with its security proof in this report. We will also discuss the upper bound 
on key-recycling and its proof as introduced in [1] and [2] and look at possibilities to improve this 
upper bound on key-recycling. This report also discusses the possibilities to practical implement 
QKRSs considering the current technology level. The proofs of the QKRS and upper bound 
can also be found in [11], unfortunately we received this document only in the last phase of our 
research. 

Chapter 2 gives an introduction to the quantum mechanical postulates and its properties which 
are used in QKRSs. Chapter 3 will describe QKRSs in general and gives details of the QKRS 
as introduced in [1]. Chapter 4 describes the mutually unbiased bases sets(MUBSs), which are a 
building blocks of the QKRS and discusses the possibility to implement these MUBSs. Chapter 5 
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gives the structure of the proof on the upper bound on key-recycling and works out details of the 
steps used in this proof. Chapter 6 completes the proof of the QKRS of [1] with detailed steps, a 
description of the type of proof and solutions to unclarities found in the proof of [2]. Chapter 7 
gives two QKRSs which are possible to implement with current technology and discusses how to 
deal with noise and other practical issues. Chapter 8 gives a summary of the work done in this 
report and gives points for future work. 
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Chapter 2 

Preliminaries 

To understand quantum cryptography we first give an introduction of the four postulates of quan
tum mechanics. These postulates form the basis of quantum mechanics and there description given 
in this chapter is derived from [12] and [13]. We also give an example of projective measurements 
in de BB84 protocol, discuss entanglement and give some examples of attacks on the quantum 
channel. 

2.1 First postulate: Density operator 

Postulate 1:[13] Associated to any isolated physical system is a complex vector space 
with inner product (that is, a Hilbert space) known as the state space of the system. 
The system is completely described by its density operator, which is a positive operator 
p with trace one, acting on the state space of the system. If a quantum system is in 
the state Pi with probability Pi then the density operator for the system is 'L.iPiPi· 

Before we discuss the density operators we start with the most basic form of a quantum state;I'P)· 
This quantum state represents a vector of length one in Hilbert space 1-l. 

Example 1 Consider a quantum state in dimension M; I'P) E eM 

I~)~ a, I~<)+ a,l~,) + · · · + aMI~M) ~ ( :~ ) , 

where Ja112 + Ja2l 2 + ... + laM 12 = 1 and I 'Pi), with i E {0, ... , M} are the basis vectors of I'P). 
The quantum state can be in each of this basis states of in combinations of these basis states. 

If we look at the quantum state which lives in a two dimensional Hilbert space then we have 
the quantum variant of a bit, which is called the quantum bit or qubit. The state of a qubit is 
described with two basis vectors e.g. IO) and 11). 

I'P) = aJO) + j)J1) = ( ~ ) . (2.1) 

This notation can be explained as follows a and f] are complex numbers which describe the amount 
of 'zero' resp. 'one' in state I'P)· a and f] are restricted by Jal2 + lf31 2 = 1. The qubit has not 
chosen yet if it wants to be a 'zero' or a 'one', this decision is made when the qubit is measured. 

15 
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For quantum cryptography we need to expand the description of the quantum state. A convenient 
and compact way to describe any isolated physical system is a density matrix or density operator: 

(2.2) 

In this equation is Pi the probability that state I'P·i) is chosen. Notation ('P;I indicates the transpose 
complex conjugate of I'P;). So I'P·i) · ('P·il or I'P;)('P;I resembles the outer product of the vector I'P;) 
with itself, which results in a matrix. 

The density matrix describes a quantum system whose state is not known completely. This can 
be explained by looking at (2.2). The quantum state is in one of the l'f;) states, with respective 
probabilities p;, state and probability can be notated as an ensemble {p;, I <p;)}. 

Density matrices have two properties namely; 

1. tr(p) = 1, 

2. p is an positive operator. 

With tr is meant the trace of the matrix; tr(A) = 2.:; A;;. A positive operator is characterized 
as a linear operator with real, non-negative eigenvalues. The trace is cyclic; tr(AB) = tr(BA), 
linear; tr(A +B)= tr(A) + tr(B), tr(zA) = ztr(A), where A and Bare arbitrary matrices and z 
is a complex number. Further the trace is invariant under the unitary similarity transformation 
A---. U AUt, as tr(U AUt) = tr(UUt A) = tr(A). For more information on the unitary operator U 
see Section 2.2. 

Property 2 makes it possible to make a spectral decomposition of p, which results in. 

(2.3) 

Where j represents an orthonormal bases and .X the real, non-negative eigenvalue. If we compare 
(2.2) and (2.3) and keep in mind that I'P) almost always represents an orthonormal basis then we 
say that the eigenvalues represent the probabilities. The trace of the density matrix gives us the 
sum of the probabilities, which results in one. 

It is possible that different ensembles have the the same density matrix. Two ensembles {Pi, I'P)} 
and { q;, llf!)} are equivalent iff (if and only if) there exists an unitary matrix with entries 'Uij for 
which holds that for all i: 

JPii'P) = L 71ijvQ;Ilf!) (2.4) 
j 

A pure state is defined as an ensemble for which some P·i = 1 which result in a density matrix 
I 'Pi) ('Pi I this matrix defines the vector I 'Pi). The density matrix of a pure state satisfies: tr(p~ure) = 
1. The opponent of a pure state is a mixed state here a quantum system's state is in a mixture of 
different pure states in the ensemble of p. This mixed state satisfies: tr(p:nixed) < 1. 

Finally it is possible to describe a quantum system by the density matrix: 

p= LPiPi (2.5) 

The quantum system is prepared in state Pi with probability Pi then we could speak of an assemble 
of mixed states. Pi is a mixed state which consists of pure states I'Pij) in other words Pi arises 
from some ensemble {Pi,j, I'Pij)}. The probability that the system is in state I'Pij) is PiPi,j The 
density matrix can be rewritten like: 

p = L l'il'i,j I 'Pij) ( 'Pij I 
i,j 

(2.6) 
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2.2 Second postulate: Evolution of a closed quantum sys
tem 

Postulate 2 : [13] The evolution of a closed quantum system is described by an 
unitary transformation. That is, the state p of the system at time t 1 is related to the 
state p' of the system at time t2 by an unitary operator U, which depends only on t 1 

and t2, 
p' = uput. 

Where ut represents the transposed complex conjugate of U. Unitary operators U are character
ized with the following property: uut = utu =I, with I the identity matrix. Since uut = utu 
holds U is a normal operator with a spectral decomposition. Unitary operators preserve inner 
products between vectors. 
Proof: ([13]) Let lv) and lw) be any two vectors. Then the inner product between Ulv) and Ulw) 
is the same as the inner product of lv) and lw), 

(viUtUiw) = (vlllw) = (vlw). 

Every operation on a qubit can be decomposed in special 2 x 2 unitary matrices. These matrices 
are called Pauli matrices. In Chapter 7 the Pauli matrices are used to describe the errors acting 
on the qubits, due to noisy quantum channel. 

I=(~~) x=(~ ~) 
Properties of the Pauli matrices are: 

XY = -YX, XZ= -ZX, YZ = -ZY 

2.3 Third postulate: Quantum measurement 

If we need information from a quantum state we need to measure this state. Measurements are 
the only operations in quantum mechanics which are irreversible. In other words the information 
of the state before the measurement is completely lost after the measurement. The third postu
late describes how general measurements are performed, after this postulate we will describe the 
projective measurements and POVM, which are special types of measurement. 

Postulate 3 : [13] Quantum measurements are described by a collection {Mm} of 
measurement operators. These are operators acting on the state space of the system 
being measured. The index rn refers to the measurement outcome that may occur 
in the experiment. If the state of the quantum system is p immediately before the 
measurement then the probability that result m occurs is given by 

p(m) = tr (MJ,Mmp) (2.7) 

and the state after the measurement is 

(2.8) 

The measurement operators satisfy the completeness equation, 

(2.9) 
m 
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The completeness condition makes sure that the sum of probabilities of all possible results is equal 
to one. If state liP) is measured with {Mm}the result will be m with a probability of: 

(2.10) 

After the state after measurement (1¢)) is given by: 

(2.11) 

General measurements can be converted to Projective measurements when we demand that the 
measurement operators are also orthogonal projectors. In other words we only allow measurement 
operators which are Hermitian and for which MmMm' = 6m,m'Mm holds. 

Projective measurements divide the vector space 1i. of the object to measure in subs paces S1 , ... , S1. 

These subspaces are all pairwise orthogonal and together they span the total space 11. If a mea
surement is preformed on the system, it is forced into one of the subspaces S; with i E {1, ... , t} 
even if it was not in one of the subspaces initially. 

A linear mapping P; projects vector space 1i. on the subspace S;. The probability that result 
i occurs can be determined by making a projection P;litJ) on subspace S;. The length of the 
projection squared resembles the probability on result i, this is the inner product of the projection 
with itself. 

The probabilities of all possible outcomes sum up to one. Projections are a special class of 
Hermitian operators. Properties of projections are: 

1. Pf = P; 

2. P/ = P;, 

where Item 2 is a general property of a Hermitian operator. 

As stated before the measurement forces the state in one of the subspace i.e. S;. The state after 
the measurement is located in subspace S; and is equal to the projection P; liP). The length of all 
states is restricted to 1. To satisfy this restriction a normalization is applied. The state after the 
measurement (I¢)) is given by: 

(2.13) 

Since the projective measurement forces the state into one of the subspaces we can lose some 
information of this state after it is measured. E.g. we have state liP) = oi0)+/311), with lol 2 + l/31 2 = 
1 and o, ,6 -f. 0 then we force the state I'P) in the one of the subspace which correspond to IO) 
or 11). Which means that new state 1¢) has either o = 1 and ,6 = 0 or ,6 = 1 and o = 0. This 
does not correspond to the initial state where neither were 0, this indicates information loss of the 
initial state litJ). Next we will give as an example some projective measurements as can be used 
in the Quantum Key Distribution protocol BB84. 

Example 2 Projective measurements in QKD protocol BB84. 
In Chapter 7 an introduction and context of the BB84 protocol is given. 
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Situation sketch 
The same notation is used as in [14}. Suppose Alice sends qubit I'P) = ai0)+/111), with lal 2 +1/11 2 = 
1. As can be seen this qubit is prepared in the rectilinear basis1 (RL = {10), 11)}). Bob receives this 
qubit and because he does not know which basis Alice used he has two possible bases for measuring 
this qubit; the rectilinear and the diagonal (DG). Bob chooses the measuring basis at random. First 
we will look at the event that he chooses the same measuring basis as Alice used for the preparation 
of the qubit; the rectilinear basis and second we will look at the event that he chooses the other 
basis (DG). 

We want to know two things: 

1. the probability that a measurement result is m and 

2. the resulting quantum state after the measurement. 

For the probability that result m occurs we use (2.12) and to determine the resulting quantum state 
we use (2.13). 

Bob measures in the same basis as Alice. 
We start with the first option; Bob measures in the same basis as Alice sent her qubit, the rectilinear 
(RL = {10), 11)}). First we like to know the probability that the measurement results ism and 
m E { 1, 0}. If we choose to calculate e.g. p( m = 0) then we use Pr~~o = IO) (OI we get: 

p(m = 0) (rpiP~~oi'P) 
(a'(OI + !1'(11) IO)(OI (aJO) + /111)) 

(a' (OlD) + !1' (liD)) ( a(OIO) + /1(011)) 

lal2
, 

where (OIO) = (111) = 1 and (Oil)= (lJO) = 0 is used. If we choosep(l), then we use Pt{~ 1 = 11)(11 
and get p(l) = 1/11 2

. lal 2 + 1/11 2 = 1 also holds, so p(O) + p(1) = 1. The state after the measurement 
corresponds to the choice of projection, so if we use Pt{~0 then the state after the measurement 
will be JO). 

Bob measures in a different basis as Alice. 
Now we describe the second option; Bob measures in a different basis than Alice sent her qubit, 
the diagonal (DG= {I+),J-)}). First we define the state Jrp) in the diagonal basis 

I'P) (a;:) ( ~(IO) + 11))) + (a 1,) ( ~(IO) -11))) 

(a;/) I+)+ (a/,) 1-). 

Now we are ready to calculate the probability that the measurement results is rn and mE {0, 1}. 

1The RL-basis is also known as the computational basis. 
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Where m = 0 represents I+) and m = 1 represents 1-). We will give the calculations form= 0. 

p(m = 0) 

(tt?IP~;;oltt?) 

( (a;:)' (+I+ (a;:)' (-1) I+)· 

(+I ((a;:) I+)+ (a/,) 1-)) 

( (a;:)' (+I+)+ (a;:)' (-1+)) . 

((a;:) (+I+)+ (a/,) (+1-)) 

la:-:1 2 

where (+I+)= (-1-) = 1 and (+1-) = (-1+) = 0 is used. The state Itt?) directly changes after the 
measurement to I+) see {13} p.85. Note that p(m = 1) can calculated similarly or with Em Pm = 1. 
The state after the measurement corresponds to the choice of projection, so if we use P/!.5:.0 then 
the state after the measurement will be I+). 

If only the probabilities of the difl.'erent outcomes are of interest e.g. if the system is only measured 
once then a POVM (Positive Operator Value Measurement) is useful!. This measurement uses 

the mappings £ = {E1, ... , Et} with Ei = Ml Mi. The name of this measurement is related 
to the property of the Ei mappings, namely these mappings are by construction guaranteed to 
be positive operators, which are linear operators with real, non-negative eigenvalues. Any set of 
positive operators E1, ... , Et which satisfy Ei Ei = I can be related to one of the above described 
type of measurements, for more information on how this is done we refer to [13] page 90-93. 

2.4 Fourth postulate: Composite physical systems 

Postulate 4: [13] The state space of a composite physical system is the tensor product 
of the state spaces of the component physical systems. Moreover, if we have systems 
numbered 1 through n, and system number i is prepared in the state Pi then the joint 
states of the total system is P1 0 P2 0 ... 0 Pn. 

The reduced density operator is used to describe subsystems of a composite quantum system. 
Suppose two physical systems, A and B are described by a density operator pAB. System A is 
described by density operator pA. To know the properties of physical system A a partial trace 
over system H as applied which results in pA, 

(2.14) 

The reduced density operator pA provides the correct measurement statistics for measurements 
made on system A. Now we will give an example of preforming a partial trace to vectors instead 
of density operators and we give an example of how a two qubit EPR or Bell state be separated 
in two qubits by preforming a partial trace. 

Example 3 Suppose we have two vectors la1), la2) E A and two vectors lb1), lb2) E B Preforming 
a partial trace gives us: 
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Example 4 We take an EPR state l<f') = ~(IOO) + 111)). 
IOO) = IO) ®10) We like to separate the first qubit from the second one. The first one will be denoted 
as with I·) A and the second qubit with I·) 8 which will give us. 

First we have to transform the EP R state to a density operator which can be done by 

l<f')(<pl = ~(IOO)(OOI + 100)(111 + 111)(001 + 111)(111) 

Now we preform a partial trace over B to get A. 

trs(l<p)(<pl) ~ (tra(IOAoB)(oAoBI + IOAoB)(1A1sl + I1A1B)(oAoBI + I1A1s)(1A1BI)) 
2 

~ (tra(IOA)(OAII08 )(08 I + IOA)(1AII08 )(1 8 I + I1A)(OAII1 8 )(08 I + I1A)(1AII1 8 )(1 8 1)) 
2 

~ (IOA)(OA1tra(I08 )(08 I) + IOA)(1Aitra(I08 )(1 8 1)) + 

~ (I1A)(0Aitra(l1 8 )(08 1) + I1A)(1Aitrs(l1 8 )(1 8 1)) 
2 

~ (IOA)(OAI(OBIOB) + IOA)(1AI(OBI1B) + I1A)(OAI(1BIOB) + I1A)(1AI(1BI1B)) 
2 

where (08 108 ) = (1 8 11 8
) = 1 and (0 8 11 8

) = (1 8 108
) = 0 

which results in 

2. 5 Entanglement 

One of the most difficult concepts in the quantum mechanical world is entanglement. This diffi
culty arises because entanglement does not meet the principle of local realism, which states that 
information about a state can only be transferred in its immediate surroundings. Correlations 
between entangled states are not bothered by spatial separation e.g. if we prepare a two qubit 
entangled state and they are spatial separated say one is in Eindhoven and the other one in Kyoto 
and we preform a measurement on the one in Eindhoven then the one in Kyoto is instantaneously 
influenced by this2 . With as result that entangled states need to be described in reference to each 
other. 

The formal definition of entanglement is, 

Definition 1 (From (15].) A bipartite state3 11f)l2 E 'H1 0 'H2 is called entangled if it can not 
be written as follows: l¢)l®l<p)2, with 1¢)1 E 'H1 and l<f'h E 'H2, 

where 'H denotes a Hilbert space. Note that states such as 1¢)! ®l<p)2 can be created locally. The 
entangled state can only be created if the states interact together. 

An example of an entangled state is the Bell state ltJoo) = (IOO);Jll)). There are experiments where 

these Bell states are created and so far they succeeded in creating a five qubit entangled state see 
[16] respectively [17]. Entanglement can used to simplify proofs as we will see in Chapter 6. This 
type of proof was introduced in [18] and applied in e.g. [10]. 

2 This is also known as the EPR paradox. 
3 A bipartite state is a system composed or two qubits. 
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2.6 The indistinguishability of non-orthogonal quantum states 
and No-cloning theorem 

In many quantum cryptographic protocols the quantum property of indistinguishability of non
orthogonal quantum states and the no-cloning theorem are used. In this section we discuss first 
the indistinguishability of non-orthogonal quantum states ([13] page 56 and 86) and after that we 
explain the no-cloning theorem. 

The indistinguishability of non-orthogonal quantum states means that there is no measurement 
which can perfectly distinguish between two non-orthogonal states. This concept is clarified by a 
situation sketch as in [13] p. 86. 

• Alice and Bob share a fixed set of quantum states; 11/li), where 1 ::; i ::; n. 

• Alice chooses one of the states; 11/li) and sends it to Bob. 

• Bob does not known which state it is and needs to identify it by determining i. 

There can be two situations: 

1. The states in the fixed set are orthonormal, 

2. or the states in the fixed set are not orthonormal. 

We will first describe the procedure to distinguish the states in the first situation, where the states 
are orthonormal. Bob describes a set of measurement operators Mi for all possible i: 

and he defines the positive square root of the positive operator M0 : 

Mo =I- L l1/li)(1/lil 
i;t:O 

These measurement operators satisfy the completeness relation and ensure that if 11/li) is prepared 
then p(i) = (1/liiMil1/li) = 1, the measurement will give result i with certainty. Thus it is possible 
to define a measurement which can distinguish between orthonormal states. 

Now we discuss the situation where the states are not orthonormal. We will see that there is no 
quantum measurement which can distinguish between the these states 11/li) , where 1 ::; i ::; n. The 
idea is described with the following steps: 

• Bob preforms a measurement with operator M1 which gives measurement result j. 

• Bob tries to guess what i was depending on outcome j. For this he uses a rule J(j) = i. 

• Imagine that J(j) = 1, then Bob assumes that 11/11 ) was send by Alice, but 

• Observe that a not orthogonal state to 111'1) e.g. 11/12) can be decomposed in a component 
parallel (II) to 11/11) and a component orthogonal (..L) to 11/11). Both components will be non
zero see Figure 2.1. This means that there is a non-zero probability that the measurement 
outcome j appeared but that l1/12) was send. So Bob sometimes makes an error. 

An example is given below. 
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Figure 2.1: Visualization of non orthonormal state decomposition. 

Example 5 Suppose we have two non-orthogonal states IO) and I+) = )2' (IO) + 11)). This can 

be visualized like in Figure 2.1 with 11/11) = IO) and l'l/!2) = I+). Alice chooses one of the states 
and sends this state to Bob. Bob does not know which state he received but like to determine this. 
Therefore he uses two possible measurement bases RL + and DC x, as seen in Example 2 the RL 
basis will give IO) with probability one if IO) was sent and IO) with a probability of 0.5 if I+) was 
sent. For the DC basis holds that measurement results gives I+) with probability one if I+) was 
sent and I+) with a probability of 0.5 if IO) was sent. This means that no matter which basis Bob 
chooses he is never sure which state Alice sent. 

2.6.1 Proof of indistinguishability of non-orthogonal states. 

In [13] page 87 they also give the formal proof. This is a proof by contradiction. 

Suppose that there is a measurement which can distinguish between non-orthogonal states. Imag
ine we prepared state 11/1;) then the probability of measuring j, such that f(j) = i must be one, 
if there is a measurement which can distinguish non-orthogonal states. This measurement should 
be: 

E; = L M]Mj, 
j,f(j)=i 

The completeness relation should hold: L:; E; =I, which implies that L:;('I/I;IE;I'I/I;) = L:;Pi = 1. 
Since we assumed that we could distinguish the non-orthogonal states 11/11) and l'l/!2) there also 
holds: 

(2.15) 

We saw in Figure 2.1 that we could decompose a state in an parallel component and an orthogonal 
component. Which means that we can write l'l/!2) = al'l/!1) + (3¢, where 1/11 j_ ¢, lal2 + I!W = 1 
and (3 < 1, because 1/11 and 1/12 are non-orthogonal. 

We can write: 

JE;'11P2) = aJE;'I1P1) + f3JE;'I¢) = f3JE;'I¢) 

where the last equality holds since: ff2I1P1) = (1P1IE2I1P1) = 0. 
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Then there should hold that: 

2 (a) 2 
(1hiE2I7)!2) = 1,61 (¢t!E2j¢) :S 1,61 < 1 

where (a) holds since (¢IE2I<P) :::; 2::;(¢1Eil¢) = (¢1¢) = 1 

Where (7j12jE2j7)!2) < 1 and Equation 2.15 form a contradiction, which concludes the proof. 

2.6.2 Mutually unbiased basis sets. 

We have seen that it is possible to have a set of bases which 

1. give the correct measurement result if the same basis is used for the measurement as for the 
preparation of the qubit and, 

2. give a random measurement result if another basis is used for the measurement as for the 
preparation of the qubit. 

These basis sets are called mutually unbiased basis sets (MUBSs). In [19] it was proven that a 
Hilbert space of dimension 2n has maximally 2n + 1 mutually unbiased bases and each basis has 
2n states living within it. The definition of MUBS is given below. 

Definition 2 (From [1].) A set Bn = { B1, ... , B1} oft orthonormal bases in a Hilbert space of 
dimension 2n is said to be mutually unbiased if for all states In) E B; and all states iv) E Bj holds 
that if i =1- j then 

Note that 2 :::; t :::; 2n + 1. 

2.6.3 The no-cloning theorem. 

The no-cloning theorem states that only sets of mutually orthogonal states can be copied by a 
single unitary operator [20]. 

Proof: Assume we have an unitary operator U and two different non-orthogonal quantum states 
j7)!1) and j·1f2). For these states hold: (7)!1j·l,iJ2) =1- 0 and since there different (7)!tl·l,iJ2) =1- 1 also holds. 

If the unitary operator would copy the quantum states j7)!1) and 17)!2) then i.e.: 

An unitary operator preserves the inner product [13] page 71, so there should hold: 

If this holds then (7)!117)!2) equals 0 or 1, which is not possible if 17)!1) and j7)!2) are two different 
non-orthogonal quantum states. This concludes the proof. 
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Quantum Channel 

Alice Eve Bob 

Authenticated Classical Channel 

Figure 2.2: Situation sketch 

2. 7 The Quantum Channel and Attacks 

To use the postulates for a secure communication system we need to consider the quantum channel. 
Two legitimate users Alice and Bob use this quantum channel to send a message. Alice and Bob 
do not want possible adversaries (Eve) to obtain any information about this message. Figure 2.2 
gives a situation sketch. 

Qubits can be used as information carrier on a quantum channel. A qubit can be represented by; 
two different polarizations of a photon, the alignement of a nuclear spin in an uniform magnetic 
field or as two states of an electron orbiting a single atom [13]. Almost all experiments of secret 
quantum communication use polarized photons as information carrier and an optical fiber or free 
space as their quantum channel (more information on practical implementations can be found in 
Chapter 7). 

An adversary Eve is only limited by the rules of physics when she tries to gain information from 
Alice's and Bob's quantum messages. This gives her the possibility to do almost everything. For 
Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) schemes as for the Key-Recycle scheme in [1] holds that if Eve 
is detected active then Alice and Bob will do everything to reduce Eve's knowledge about the final 
secure key, in the case of QKD they will even stop the whole process and start again. Eve's main 
objective therefore is to gain as much information as possible without being detected. In [21] two 
main classes of attacks on the quantum channel are described; individual attacks and coherent 
attacks. 

Individual attacks are attacks which are preformed on a single qubit. We will give three examples. 
First the Intercept and Resend strategy. As the name indicates Eve intercepts Alice's qubit and 
resents it to Bob. In the case of the BB84 protocol Eve is most successful if she uses the Breidbart 
basis4 to measure and recreate the qubit. Eve can also decide not to measure all of the time but 
a fraction of the time then she will gain less information but is also less detectable for Alice and 
Bob. 

The second example is the Quantum Cloning attack. It is not possible to perfectly clone/copy a 
quantum state see [13]. With an optimal cloning device Eve will produce clones, which have an 
overlap of~ with the original photon state and therefor introduces an error of 0.167 [21], which 
Alice and Bob can measure. In [22] an alternative is given. Here Eve builds a cloning device 
depending on the protocol she attacks. For example the best cloning device for BB84 is the so-

4 The Breidbart basis is an intermediate basis between the RL-basis and the DG-basis. 
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called phase-covariant cloning machine [23]. The best phase-covariant cloning machine gives the 
best eavesdropper strategy [24]. More information on this attack and the phase-covariant cloning 
machines can be found in [22]. 

The last example of individual attacks is the Photon-Number Splitting (PNS) attack. The PNS 
attack is for Bob one of the most difficult. to detect. In theory Eve can count. the number of 
photons Alice sends without being detected 5 . If she detects a multiple photon pulse she can split 
this pulse and measure it. This attack becomes useless if a single photon source or the decoy state 
method is used. See [22] for more information on the decoy state method. Other approaches to 
solve this problem can be found in [25] where they suggest that the information leaked to Eve can 
be reduced in the privacy amplification step6 . Or as the suggest in [26] the length of the multi
photon pulse can be measured and compared by Alice and Bob or the incoming signal power can 
be measured. 

In the second type of attacks; Coherent attacks Eve is allowed to measure several qubits at the 
same time or to use multiple probes on one qubit. For example Eve can store the qubits and start 
measuring when she has more information. A special coherent attack is the collective attack. Here 
Eve uses one probe per photon but measures these photons all coherently. For coherent attacks 
Eve introduces a minimum error probability of 0.11 [21]. These error probabilities can be used to 
decide if Eve was active or not. 

5 Considering the current technology it is still very difficult to realize but not impossible w.r.t. the laws of 
quantum mechanics. 

6 More on the privacy amplification can be found in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 3 

Quantum Key-Recycling 

In 1982, C. Bennett and G. Brassard tried to publish the paper "Quantum Cryptography II: 
How to reuse a one-time pad safely even if P = N P". This paper gives the first Quantum Key
Recycle Scheme (QKRS). This scheme could reuse an one-time pad safely until an eavesdropper 
was detected. For this a classical error correction algorithm made Alice's confidential message a 
codeword which was transformed to a quantum signal. Bob was able to detect the eavesdropper 
with this classical error correction algorithm. If Eve intercepted the message she would not obtain 
any information on the message, since the message was encrypted with a one-time pad. The limits 
of this scheme were that it was only secure against one type of attack and that the error correction 
code could leak information to Eve if she used another attack[ll]. 

In 2002, D. Leung published a study of quantum key-recycling protocols in which Alice and Bob 
have three interaction steps [9]. She also suggested that classical keys can be recycled when no 
eavesdropping is detected. Classical Key-recycling will be discussed later in this Chapter in Section 
3.1.1. 

In 2005, J. Oppenheim and M. Horodecki introduced a QKRS based on quantum authentication 
codes [10]. The authenticated information in the quantum domain needs to be encrypted [1]. This 
QKRS uses the quantum one-time pad as encryption. When Bob receives the message he checks 
its authenticity and sends the result to Alice over an authenticated channel. If the authentication 
is successful then Bob sends an universal hash-function to Alice and uses privacy amplification to 
obtain a secure recycled key for both Alice and Bob. So even if no Eve was detected there are still 
some key bits lost to ensure a secure recycled key. 

In 2005, I. Damga.rd, T. Pedersen and L. Salvail published their QKRS in the paper "A Quantum 
Cipher with Near Optimal Key-Recycling" [1]. This QKRS creates a quantum state from a classical 
plaintext with a classical key and uses a new technique where a classical authentication tag is 
appended to the classical message to form the plaintext. This scheme recycles the whole key when 
no Eve is detected and is in this situation optimal. This QKRS will be described in detail in 
Section 3.2. Compared with the other schemes this is the most optimal form of key-recycling yet 
proposed. 

This Chapter introduces the fundamental building blocks of QKRS and gives an upper bound on 
key-recycling introduced in [1]. We also discuss the question if key recycling is possible in the 
classical domain. After a detailed introduction of the QKRS proposed by I. Damgard et.al. we 
will explain part of its security proof. 

27 
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3.1 Key-Recycling principles. 

There are several types of (quantum) cryptographic protocols which securely1 recycle part of the 
cryptographic key. These types [9] are the eavesdrop-detecting channel, the private quantum 
channel, superdense coding and the quantum Vernam cipher. The eavesdrop-detecting channel 
uses a classical message and a classical key to form a quantum cipherstate. The private quantum 
channel uses a quantum message and a classical key to form a quantum cipherstate. Superdense 
coding is a protocol where only the message is classical and the key and cipher are quantum states. 
The last type is the quantum Vernam cipher or quantum one-time pad cipher here the key, the 
message and the ciphertext are quantum states. This is summarized in Table 3.1, where C stands 
for classical and Q for quantum and KD refers to key distribution. 

Type Example Security of 
CKM key recycling 
CCC Classical one-time pad X 

CCQ Not possible 
CQC Entanglement based KD X 

CQQ Teleportation X 

QCC Eavesdrop-detecting channel OK 
QCQ Private quantum channel OK 
QQC Superdense coding OK 
QQQ Quantum Vernam cipher OK 

Table 3.1: ([9]) The security of recycling keys for each possible mix of plaintext M, key K and 
cipher C. 

All quantum key-recycle schemes use properties of the quantum mechanical domain such as the 
impossibility of copying or cloning quantum information and the indistinguishability of non
orthogonal states. This properties are worked out in Section 2.6. For a practical example of 
how this no-cloning theorem can be used we look at an adversary who tries to copy Alice's send 
quantum state. If Eve copies or clones Alice's quantum state then she gets a state which is close 
to the original state2 and one very different from the original state [22]. This means that she 
measures the good respectively the poor one and send the poor resp. good one to Bob. In the 
first case she gets a good measurement result, but she is detected by Bob and in the second sit
uation Eve does not gain any correct information about the state. So 3 if Eve gains information 
about Alice's quantum state then Bob can detect her, which is of course a very useful property in 
cryptography. 

Now we look at the eavesdrop-detecting channel type of cryptographic protocols in more detail, 
because the QKRS in [1] uses a classical key and message to form a quantum state. Here we give 
a formal definition of a quantum cipher of this type. 

Definition 3 (From [27].) A general (n,m)-quantum cipher is a tuple (P,£), such that 

• P s;; 1t is a finite set of orthonomwl pure-states (plaintexts) in Hilbert space 1-l, and liP II = 
M and M =2m. 

• £ = {Ek : 1t -+ Hlk = 1, ... , N} is a set of unitary operators (encryptions), and N = 2n. 
Decryption using key k is performed using Ek. 

1 The concept of security will be discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 
2 This state will have a Fidelity of approximately ~· The concept of Fidelity is explained in Chapter 6. 
3 There are all kinds attacks see Section 2. 7 for more information. There are also attacks where Eve uses the 

knowledge of the class of qubits used in the protocol to produce better clones see Chapter 2. 
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And the following properties hold: 

• Key hiding: (Vk1,k2 E {1, ... ,N}), 

1 1 L M Ekl IP) IO) (OI (PI EL = L M Ek2 IP) IO) (OI (pi Ek,, 
pEP pEP 

(3.1) 

• Data hiding: (Vp1, P2 E P), 

N 1 N 1 L NEk IPI) IO) (OI (pJ! Et = L NEk IP2) IO) (01 (P21 Et 
k=l k=l 

(3.2) 

Here the zero state denotes an ancilla4 state, which is optional. The key and data hiding properties 
make sure that any adversary cannot obtain any information about the key and the message5 when 
an arbitrary ciphertext is seen. In [27] they prove that if Eve sees a quantum state which satisfies 
Definition 3 then both the message and the key are hidden. 

This definition is derived from a model proposed in [28] with the restriction that only classical 
messages are encrypted. In [28] the size of the ancilla qubit state is the key size minus the message 
size. If the message size equals the key size then the ancilla state is omitted. 

A quantum cipher such as defined above protects the message and the key, but does not give us a 
way to recycle the key securely. For this we need some kind of key-recycle function. To optimize 
the amount of securely recycled key bits the quantum property of detecting Eve can be used. With 
this we can differentiate between two situations; one in which Eve is detected and one in which 
no Eve was active. It is obvious that if the scheme detects Eve less key bits can be recycled than 
in the situation were the scheme does not detect an adversary. 

So to make a QKRS we need to extend the quantum-cipher with an effective and reliable way to 
detect Eve and two key-recycle functions. Furthermore we need to prove that this recycled key is 
secure in both situations: if Eve is detected and when she is not detected. 

QKRS's use authentication as a way to detect an adversary Eve. You can compare it with 
authentication in classical schemes where it is used to determine if the sender of the message was 
indeed legitimate. If the authentication succeeds then Alice and Bob did not detect Eve and if 
authentication fails then Alice and Bob detect Eve and know that Bob did not receive the original 
message Alice sent. Authentication can be in the form of an additional tag appended to the message 
or in the form of check bits, which Alice randomly inserts in the message. The authentication with 
check bits need additional communication, which is done over a classical authenticated channel in 
most algorithms. 

In the situation where Eve is not detected then the scheme should be secure in two points [10] 
against all adversaries. 

1. Eve's knowledge of the original key k should be arbitrary small and 

2. Eve cannot obtain and use correlations from the recycled keys k' to obtain information about 
correlations between states sent over the channel. 

In the situation where authentication fails we can only recycle part of the key. An upper bound 
on the number of key bits that can be securely recycled is determined in [1]. This upper bound 
is determined with the assumption that the recycled key is secure if its distance to uniform is 
negligible given the key-recycle function and the random quantum state which corresponds to 
Eve's view on an encryption of classical message x using a random key. This results in an upper 
bound on key recycling: 

4 In [13] page 94 is state that an ancilla state can be seen as a mathematical device appearing in a construction 
(such as extra computation memory or work bits [13] page 131) or it can be interpreted as an extra quantum system 
introduced into the problem assuming that this extra quantum system has a state space with te required properties. 

5 In [27] the authors note that key uncertainty does not depend on the distribution of the plaintext. 
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Figure 3.1: Example of a eavesdrop-detection channel type of QKRS. 

Theorem 1 Key-Recycling Bound 
Any statistically secure (lk, lx, s, t)-QKRS is such that t :::; lk - lx + 1. 

Here lk represents the initial key size, lx the size of message x send by Alice, t represents the length 
of the recycled key when authentication fails and s represents the length of the recycled key when 
authentication succeeds. In [1] they suggest that a more careful analyses will give t :::; lk - lx. 
This will agree with the classical case where the key6 used for the one-time pad cannot be reused 
without jeopardizing the security. In Chapter 5 we discuss the proof of this theorem in detail. 

We have seen that a quantum key-recycle scheme has three main building blocks; a quantum 
cipher such as described by Definition 3, a way to detect Eve's actions such as authentication and 
a key-recycle function which differentiates between the event that no adversary was detected and 
the event that an adversary was detected. To send the quantum state we need a quantum channel 
and for the selection of the key-recycle function a classical authenticated public channel can be 
used. In Figure 3.1 an example of a eavesdrop-detecting channel QKRS is given. 

Note that the description so far only hold for an ideal situation in which the quantum channel and 
the classical channel are noise free. If the authentication fails we can consider two extremes; the 
message sent by Alice is partly erroneous or Alice's message is completely lost and Eve replaced 
it by a message of her own. The first situation can be solved with quantum error correcting 
codes7this also solves the noise problem on the quantum channel. The second situation cannot 
be solved and Alice's message is lost, which can be compared with classical jamming. For more 
practical implementation issues we refer to Chapter 7. 

3.1.1 Classical key-recycling 

The possibility to recycle keys in the quantum domain makes us wonder if key-recycling in the 
classical domain would be possible. As D. Leung suggested: if we can detect an eavesdropper in 

6 The size of the key is at least the size of the message. 
7 Quantum error correcting codes are also secret-sharing [1]. 
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a classical scheme we will be able to decide if the key is save to reuse or not. In the classical 
domain there is no such a thing as the no-cloning theorem, so Eve can get the same information as 
Bob8 and can make multiple copies of the ciphertext to preform cryptanalysis it without leaving 
anything for Alice and Bob to suspect Eve's actions. 

This means that in the classical domain we always have to assume that Eve is present. To ensure 
the information theoretical secrecy of a message .1: the one-time pad cipher is used. One-time pad 
encryption states that for total security lx ~ lk, where lx is the message length and lk is the key 
length. 

An option for classical key recycling would be to use two keys both of the size of the message and 
encrypt the message according to 

Assume that k1, k2 and k1 ED k2 are uniformly distributed and that the message x is padded so 
that it is also uniformly distributed. We also assume that the communication is done over an 
authenticated channel, so we do not worry about Eve impersonating Alice or Bob. As a key
recycle function Alice could encrypt a new message x' with only key k1 or k2 , which results in 
e.g. 

c(x') = k1 ED x'. 

Let us look at Eve's possibilities. If Eve gets to know the first message x, she will know k1 ED k2. 
Which allows her to calculate k1 ED k2 ED k1 ED x' = k2 ED x', which still protects the message x'. We 
will not give a full security proof here. But even if this key-recycle function gives perfect security 
then why not use k1 to encrypt message x and k2 to encrypt message x'. 

Demanding total security will cost lx key bits. In [27] they also perform an analysis of the amount 
of Shannon information Eve obtains from the key when she knows the plaintext and the encryption. 
The result is that Eve will learn lx bits on the key and they conclude that no improvement can 
be made in classical schemes. 

To conclude we agree with D. Leung: efficient classical key-recycling can only be applied if it is 
indeed possible to classical detect an adversary. Since currently no classical eavesdrop detection 
method is known for a public channel, there are no efficient classical key-recycling algorithms 
possible. 

3.2 QKRS as proposed by Damgard, Pedersen and Salvail. 

The WnCm-cipher is the QKRS as proposed by Ivan Damgard Thomas Pedersen and Louis Salvail 
in [1]. Like all QKRS it has three main building blocks; the quantum cipher, an Eve detection 
system and a key-recycle function. For the quantum cipher the Wn-cipher is used, a classical one
time Wegman-Carter authentication tag provides a way to detect Eve and key-recycle functions 
are deterministic. Now we will discuss these building blocks in more detail. 

3.2.1 The Wn-cipher 

In [27] they introduce ciphers which produce a quantum ciphertext with perfect security. Even if 
an adversary knows the plaintext and applies an optimal measurement his Shannon uncertainty9 

on the key is still maximal. The Wn-cipher is one of these perfect secure ciphers. 

8 Maurer discussed in [29] that Shannon was to pessimistic in assuming that Eve will receive the same information 
as Bob. He proposed a way to classically preform key distribution. 

9 The authors of [27] make the assumption that Eve makes many measurements and only worry what Eve learns 
on average. In this case they can use the Shannon entropy. Note that Renner in [30] disagrees. He states that we 
should take the worse case scenario and use the (smooth)min-entropy, see appendix C for more information. 
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The Wn-cipher encrypts the classical plaintext with a classical key to a quantum state. The Wn
cipher is a (2n, n)-quantum cipher, in other words it uses a 2n bit key to encrypt an bit classical 
message. This cipher is E-private (for formal definition see (A.8)) if the secret key is only E-close 
to uniform and if the secret key is perfect private then the WnCrn-cipher is also perfect private 
[1]. 

This cipher is symmetric since both Alice and Bob share the same secret key k = (z, b) ER {0, 1 }2n. 
Key part z E {0, 1}n is used to encrypt plaintext a E {0, 1}n according to the one-time pad cipher: 

c=aEBz. 

Key part b E {0, 1}n is used to select a mutually unbiased basis. Mutual unbiased bases are 
orthonormal bases with states living within a bases. These states have the property that if they 
are measured in any other basis than it is prepared then it has an uniform probability of being 
found in one of those states [19]. To clarify we give an example and more information can be 
found in Section 4. 

Example 6 {(19}) We have two mutual unbiased basis D and E and the states within each basis 

are denoted as d = 1, 2, ... , 2n resp. e = 1, 2, ... , 2n. If a quantum system is prepared in lv~D)) 
then holds for all d that it has an uniformly probability of being found in any element of E. 

l\v~D)IviE))I2 = Tn 

where the dimension of the Hilbert space is 2n. 

The Wn-cipher uses the one-time pad c to select the state within basis b, this results in quantum 

state: lv~b)). Figure 3.2 gives a graphical representation of the encryption part of the W,-cipher. 

The decryption part of the Wn-cipher is given in Figure 3.3, note that the measurement in basis 

Bb transfers the quantum state jv~b)) to the classical one-time pad a EB z . 

Plaintext: a E {0, 1}n 

Key: (z, b) 

z,bE{0,1}" 

z 

b 
MUB 

selection 

aEBz 

secure environment 

Figure 3.2: The Wn -cipher encryption part. 

3.2.2 The Wegman-Carter one-time authentication tag. 

The scheme uses a Wegman-Carter one-time authentication tag t = hu(x), where xis the message. 
This type of authentication tags have an arbitrary small probability that Eve succeeds in producing 
a random tag which is correct for her message [31]. In this scheme the authentication tag is used 
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MUB 
selection 

b 

Key: (z, b) 

z,b E {0, l}n 

secure environment 

Figure 3.3: The Wn -cipher decryption part. 

Plaintext: a E {0, l}n 

as an Eve detection system and works by detecting differences in the message x and tag t. Noise 
alternates the message x and the tag t independently. Since Eve's attacks can be considered as 
noise and above given property of the Wegman-Carter authentication tag this is a good way of 
detecting Eve10 . 

The Wegman-Carter authentication tag is constructed from a XOR-universal family of hash
functions. Definition 4 gives the definition of these XOR-universal family of hash-functions. 

Definition 4 (From [32) and [1)) An XOR-universal family of hash-functions is a set of func
tions Hm,l(m) = {hu : {0, l}m --> {0, l}l{m)}u such that for all a =/- b E {0, l}m and all x E 

{0, l}l(m), #{hE Hm,l(m) lh(a) tfJ h(b) =X} = #~;(,;!lm). 

There exists a XOR-universal class of hash-functions, for which key u ER {0, l}m can efficiently 
pick a hash-function from the total class at random [1]. Note that we can choose l(m) « m 
where l(m) is the size of this Wegman-Carter one-time authentication tag and m is the size of the 
message. 

So far we needed have three keys for the individual parts of the WnCm-cipher; key z E {0, l}n 
to create the one-time pad encryption of the plaintext a = (:r, hu(:r:)), key b E {0, l}n to select 
a mutually unbiased basis and key 11 E {0, l}m to select a hash-function hu E H!,l(m) for the 
Wegman-Carter authentication tag. 

The WnCm-cipher is described in table 3.2 and visualized in Figure 3.4 and 3.5. The key-recycle 
functions are both deterministic. When the authentication succeeds the key-recycle function re
cycles the entire key and if it fails the function will remove z in other words the one-time pad is 
not recycled. 

Note that the Figure 3.4 and 3.5 do not show the key-recycle function. If the authentication 
sends OK over the classical channel then the scheme does not alter in the next iteration. If the 
authentication fails key part z should be replaced with a new part z' E R { 0, 1} n, this can be done 
with a QKD scheme as we describe in Chapter 7. The authentication bits OK and NO can be 
represented with one bit sinds the classical channel is authenticated. 

The security proof of the WnCm-cipher consists of three parts. First a proof that the scheme is 
secure when authentication succeeds, which is given in Chapter 6. Secondly there needs to be a 

10 In practical schemes all errors (due to noise or Eve) are considered as a result of Eve's attacks or eavesdropping. 
See Chapter 7 for more information on this issue. 
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Initially: Alice and Bob share a private key (z,b,n) ER {0,1}2n+m, where 
n = m + l(m) 

Step 1: Alice creates the plaintext a= (x, hu(x)), where hu E H!,t(m)' 

She encrypts this plaintext with key (z, b) according to the Wn
cipher. 

Step 2: Bob decodes the received Wn-cipher with key (z, b) and gets 
a' = (x', t'). He verifies the authentication tag by checking: 
t' = hu(x'). Bob sends the result of the test to Alice through 
a classical authenticated channel. 

Key-Recycling: If Bob accepts then Alice and Bob recycle the entire key (b, z, n). 
If Bob rejects then Alice and Bob recycle (b, n) and throw away 
Z E {0, l}n. 

Table 3.2: WnCm-cipher as proposed in [1]. 

message: x E {0, l}m Quantum state: lv(b) ) 
(x,hu(x))E!lz 

zE{O,l}n 
--------+1 

bE{O,l}n 

selection 

ALICE 

Quantum state: 

I 
(b) ) 

v(x,hu(x))E!lz 

MUB 
selection 

(x', h~(x)) EB z 

bE{O,l}n 

zE{O,l}n 
~----------~ 

OK/NO classical 

channel 

1L E {0, l}m 

BOB 

message: x' E {0, l}m 

Figure 3.4: WnCm, with on the left the encryption part Alice and on the righthand side the 
decryption part Bob. 

security proof of the situation where the authentication fails, this is given in the next section and 
the last part is the proof of the complete scheme which is also given in the next section. 
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ALICE 

KEY (z,b, u) 

Prepare plaintext: (x, hu(x)) 

Prepare ciphertext: 

(x, hu(x)) ffi z 

Send· lv(b) ) 
' (x,hu(x))$z 

Key-Recycling: 

if OK: new key = (z, b, u) 

else new key = (b, u) 

BOB 

I 
(b) ) 

v(x,hu(x))Glz 

OK or NO 

KEY (z,b,u) 

Decryption result: (x', h~(x)) 

Authentication check: 

hu(x') = h~(x) 

if equal send: OK 

else send: NO 

Key-Recycling: 

if OK: new key = (z, b, u) 

else new key = (b, u) 

Figure 3.5: WnCm Note that the upper arrow represents the quantum channel and the lower arrow 
the authenticated classical channel. 

3.2.4 Security proof of WnCm-cipher. 

The WnCm-cipher should like al QKRSs satisfy Definition 5. 

Definition 5 (From [2).) Every QKRS is secure if: 

1. the quantum cipher is ~:-private, 

2. the key-recycle function R~~t is used if Eve was active, and 

3. the key-recycle mechanism (R~kt ,R~~·) is (00 k,On0 }-indistinguishable. 

If the QKRS is such that t, c50 k. and c5no are all negligible functions of n then we say that the 
QKRS is statistically secure. 

The WnCm-cipher satisfies the first two conditions in Definition 5. The proof in [2] mainly consists 
of showing that Definition 6 holds for the WnCm-cipher. 

Definition 6 (From [1).) A key-recycle mechanism (R;;/, R~~) is (ook(n), c5no(n) )-indistinguishable 
if for all x E {0, l}m: 

1. d(R(K)IPok(x) 0 {R})::; Ook(n) (where R ER R~ks) and 

2. d(R(K)1Pn0 (x) 0 {R})::; Ona(n) (where R ERR~~). 
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For <~"ok(n) and <~"no(n) are negligible functions of n, we say that the key-recycle mechanism is 
statistically indistinguishable. The class of key-recycle functions R~ks or R~~ is said to be <~"
indistinguishable if condition 1 or 2 holds relative to 6. 

In Definition 6 d(XIp) is the distance to uniform of the classical random variable X given p, hence 

d(XIp) = D([{X} 0 p 0 {R}], [{U}]0 [p 0 {R}]), (3.3) 

where U is a random variable uniformly distributed over X and {R} = IR)(RI the random state 
corresponding to the classical variable R. 

When authentication fails. 

First we will look at the situation where the authentication fails. This means that Eve's action is 
detected and we assume that she has obtained some information of Alice's quantum state and that 
she knows from the classical channel that the authentication failed. The state Pno((b,u),x,R) = 
[PnoiR(K) = k] is Eve's view when the message is x, the recycled key is k = (b, u) of size n + m 
and the recycle function R E R~2on+m),(n+m). The key-recycle functions satisfy: 

d(R(K)IPno(x) 0 {R})-:; <~"no(n), (3.4) 

with <~"no(n) a negligible function of n. The class of key-recycle functions R;;~t is said to be <~"
indistinguishable if (3.4) holds relative to 6. lk is the length of the initial key and t is the size of 
the recycled key. 

The next lemma gives the security proof of the WnCm-cipher when authentication fails. Lemma 
1 states that the key-recycle function R is perfectly indistinguishable11 and therefor secure. 

Lemma 1 (=Lemma 2 [1}} Let N = 2n + rn where n = rn + l(rn), l(rn) > 0 be the key-length 
used in WnCm -cipher and let R(z, b, u) = (b, 11) for z, bE {0, 1 }n and ·u E {0, 1 }m. The key-recycle 
mechanism Rt;;_~N -n = { R} is 0-indistinguishable. 

The proof given in [1] is: 

"Since Pno((b,u),x,R) = ITn = Pno((b',u'),x,R) for all (b,u),(b',u') and x, it easily 
follows that d(R(K)IPno(x) 0 {R}) = 0." 

Where ITn = 2-n · In denotes the completely mixed state and In is the n x n identity matrix. 
d(XIY) is the distance to uniform of X given Y, for definition see a (A.5) in Appendix A. 

Itisleftforustoprovethatpn0 ((b,u),x,R) = ITn = Pno((b',u'),x,R). Rememberthatpn0 ((b,u),x,R) 
gives Eve's view, when the message is :1:, the recycled-key is (b, u) and the key-recycle function is 
R E Rt;;_~N -n. This view can be described with encrypted state: 

""" 2-nl (b) ) B ~ v(x,hu(x))ffiz E b (3.5) 
zE{O,l}n 

Summation over all possible z and the one-time pad (x, hu(x)) EEl z give for a fixed b and u all 

possible values of H!~hu(x))ffiz) once. Multiplying with the factor 2-n gives an uniform distribution 
over possible states or in other words the completely mixed state denoted by ITn. 

11 If X is perfectly indistinguishable then it is not possible for adversary Eve to distinguish between X and an 
uniform distribution. In other words the distance of X to uniform is zero. 
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Now we choose u' instead of u which gives: 

"'"' 2-nl (b) ) B L...., v(.r,hu' (x))E9z E b 
zE{O,l}n 

It still holds that all possible values of Jv/!~hu' (x))E9z) occur once for a fixed b, due to the summation 
over all possible z. If we alter the value of b to b' i.o.w. we change the basis by an unitary trans
formation, this unitary transformation is also applied to the totally mixed state which preserves 
this state: 

"'"' Tnl (b') ) E B L...., v(x,hu' (x))$z b' 
zE{O,l}n 

This also gives a completely mixed state, if the same argumentation is followed. So we have: 

Pno((b,~t),x,R) = L Tnlvi!~hu(x))$z) = lln = L 2-nJvi!'.L(x))$z) = Pno((b',u'),x,R) 
zE{O,l}n zE{O,l}n 

which gives the desired result. 

d (R(K)IPno(x) ® {R}) = 0 is found when Pno((b, u), x, R) = lln is applied to Equation (12) of [1]. 
This equation is based on (3.6), where 6(n) is a negligible function. 

d(R(K)IPno(x) ® {R}) ~ 6(n) (3.6) 

d(R(K)IPno(x) ® {R}) can be rewritten as 12
: 

~ LL2-n#R-1(k)D (Pno(k,x,R),Px), 
#Rna R ic 

(3.7) 

where Px is an equal mixture of plaintext encrypted under all possible keys with uniform probability 
in other words Px = lln. Now we look at the trace norm distance as defined in Appendix A and 

use Pno((b, u), x, R) = lln we get: D (Pno(k, X, R), Px) = 0. 

This leads to the desired result: 

d(R(K)IPno(:x) ® {R}) = 0. 

Total security: Main result of [1] 

For the total security proof we use Lemma 1 and Theorem 5 of Chapter 6. The Lemma and Theo
rem are based on a 0-indistinguishable key k, where K is the random variable of this initial key, this 
means that the key has a distance of zero to uniform. When key K is instead E -indistinguishable 
then we should re-determine the distance to uniform of the composite system. This is done in 
Theorem 2. 

Theorem 2 (= Theorem 4 in {1}) 
Let n = m + l(m). For all adversary strategies the WnCm-cipher is used with an initial t

indistinguishable private-key .~atisfies, 

2. d(R(K)IPno(x) ® {R}) ~ t 

provided that n is sufficiently large. 

12 See Chapter 5 for more detail on this step. 
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To obtain the desired result we use the subadditivity of trace-distance with respect to the tensor 
product [3] on Lemma 1 and Theorem 5 of Chapter 6. 

The subadditivity of trace-distance with respect to the tensor product [3] for any p, cr E P('H) 
and p', cr' E P('H') is given by, 

(3.8) 

In (3.8) p' symbolizes the change to the €-indistinguishable key and cr, cr' represent uniform dis
tributions in this situation. 

Near optimal QKRS 

The authors [1] call their scheme near optimal, because in the case of authentication failure less 
key bits are recycled as the upper bound give. The upper bound on key-recycling states that any 
secure (l,," lx, s, t)-QKRS is such that t ::; lk - lx + 1 [1]. Here is lk the initial key size, lx the 
size of the message (the authentication tag is not included), s the size of the recycled key when 
authentication succeeds and t the size of the recycled key when authentication fails. 

When authentication fails the Wr.Cm-cipher recycles 2m+ l(m) bits. The maximal amount of bits 
which can be recycled from the key is t = 2m+ 2l(m) + 1, so the scheme differs l(m) + 1 bits from 
the optimal key-recycle bound. Since l(m) « m the scheme is almost optimal [1]. 



Chapter 4 

Mutually Unbiased Bases Set 
(MUBS) 

The WnCm-cipher uses Mutual Unbiased Bases Set (MUBS) as a building block to transform the 
classical one-time-pad to a quantum state. This chapter describes the theory of the MUBS and 
gives a view on practical implementation of these MUBS. 

4.1 Theory of MUBS 

Before we give a definition of MUBS we need to clarify some notations. We denote Bi as an 
orthonormal basis in a Hilbert space of dimension 2n. We have 21 of those orthonormal bases, 
this total set is denoted by Bn = {B1, ... , B2, }. Each orthonormal basis Bi has states living 
within it. There are 2n (equals the dimension of the Hilbert space) states in each basis Bi. State 

c in basis Bi is denoted by Hi)), where i E {0, 1}1, c E {0, 1}n and B, E Bn. 

Two bases Bi and Bj are said to be mutually unbiased if a system prepared in any element of 

Bi (e.g. lv~i))) has a uniform probability distribution of being found in any element of Bj (e.g. 

Hj))). So the two bases are mutually unbiased if for all c, l E { 0, 1} n holds that 

(4.1) 

Remember that the inner product (alb) is the length of vector a times the projection of b on a. 
This can be compared with a projective measurement and I (alb) 1

2 with a probability. This means 
that if the correct basis1 is used for measurement then the correct state c in basis B; is extracted 
with a probability equal to one. In [33] they prove that there are maximal 2n + 1 unbiased basis 
sets in a 2n Hilbert space and in the WnCm-cipher uses only 2n of those bases. This means that 
f = n in the above definition. 

These MUBS can be realized with Pauli operators [19] or prime-power dimensions. We will only 
discuss the realization by Pauli operators, because this is a main building block for the proofs in 
[2]. For more information on the realization with the prime-power dimensions we refer to [33]. 
The following description is derived from [19] and [1]. 

Consider a n-qubit Hilbert space. This Hilbert space had dimension 2n and operators on this 
space live in their own vector space of dimension 4n. Remember from Chapter 2 that there are 

1 The correct basis is the same basis as used for preparation. 

39 
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four Pauli matrices: 

These Pauli matrices form a basis for operators acting on the spaces of individual qubits. A basis 
for operators acting on a n-qubit Hilbert space can be constructed as: 

n 
0 1 2 n II t r = 0" J-L(l,r)O" J-L(2,r) ·' '0" J-L(n,r) = 0" J-L(t,r) (4.2) 

t=l 

where u1, E ( ux, uY, uz, I) and ut(t,r) is the action of Or on the t-th qubit where r gives which of 
the 4n possibilities is chosen. 

Example 7 Let n = 4, then there are 44 = 256 possible operators working on a 4 qubit space. If 
we choose the e.g. 25-th of these operators we get 025 = u!u;u~u~. 

The basis Or is orthogonal; tr· ( Or1 Or2 ) = 2n6r1 r2 • If r1 = r2 then p(t, rl) = p( t, r2) for every 
qubit t. Each operator Or is self inverse o; =I, where I= I 1 I 2 ···In. For all operators (04n =I 
excluded) also hold that they are traceless and have eigenvalues ±1. 
If we exclude I then we have 4n -1 non-trivial bases for operators left. This set of 4n -1 operators 
can be divided into 2n + 1 subsets each containing 2n -1 commuting2 members [19]. So each (Pauli) 
operator commutes with all other operators in the subset and anti-commutes3 with exactly half 
of the operators (including the identity) in all other subsets. In [19] they also prove that each 
partition defines a maximal MUBS. In other words each subset of Pauli operators defines a basis 
H; with 2n - 1 states. 

4.2 MUBS implementation 

In [19] they give examples of MUBS for one, two and three qubit systems. First we discuss the 
notation with the one qubit system. The Pauli matrices O"x, ay and O"z are the bases (x), (y) 
and (z). The states of each basis are given by lnx), lny) and lnz) and all can be "up" = IO) or 
"down"= 11). The WnCm-cipher first chooses one of the bases e.g. B; and then chooses a state 
within this basis. Let us look at how the single qubit case can be implemented. The WnCm-cipher 
chooses from two bases4 ; the rectilinear (RL) and the diagonal (DG) bases meet the requirements 
from the definition of the MUBS5 . Both bases have two possible states "up" and "down". For the 
RL-basis these are IO) and 11) and for the DG-basis these are I+) and 1-). 

If we look at the two and three qubit systems we see that they both have three product bases in 
which the states are e.g. In;, n;) for product state (zz) resp. In!, n~, n~) for product state (xyz). 
The two qubit systems two Bell bases with states e.g. 72 (ln;,n;) ± ln;,n;)) = 72 (IOO) ±Ill)). 
The three qubit system has six bases consisting of maximally entangled 3 qubit states e.g. 
72 (ln;,n~,n~) ± !n;,n~,n;)). In [19] they note that for any n-qubit system the number of 
product bases remains three. The other bases will be of a maximally entangled form. 

Current (practical) experiments show that is possible to create a five qubit entangled state see 
e.g. [17]. No experiments are found which report the creation of more that five qubit entangled 
states. Since the security of the WnCm-cipher demands that n is sufficiently large6 we currently 
cannot implement the WnCm-cipher. Where n is the size of the state within the MUB. 

2 Two commuting operators A and B are operators for which hold: AB = BA. 
3 Two anti-commuting operators A and B are operators for which hold: AB = -BA. 
4 Instead of the three MUS which are possible to create in the single photon case. 
5If a third basis was used this would be orthogonal to both the RL basis and the DG basis. 

-(n-m-2) 
6 The size of n should be chosen such that 2 s +l in Theorem 5 is negligible. This is required to satisfy 

Definition 6. 



Chapter 5 

Proof of the Upper Bound on 
Key-Recycling 

This chapter gives a detailed proof of the Key-Recycled Bound as introduced in Chapter 3. For 
completeness we repeat the Theorem of the Key-Recycle bound below in Theorem 3. This theorem 
gives the maximum size which a secure recycled key can have when authentication fails. Remember 
that Theorem 3 holds for all Quantum Key-Recycle Schemes (QKRS) in the situation when an 
active Eve is detected. The situation where authentication succeeds, will be discussed specific for 
the WmCn-cipher in Chapter 6. 

Theorem 3 (Key-Recycling Bound) Any statistically secure (n, m, s, t)-QKRS is such that 
t::;n-m+l. 

In this chapter n represents the initial key length and m the length of the plaintext send by Alice. 
t represents the length of the recycled key when authentication fails and 8 represents the length 
of the recycled key when authentication succeeds. 

We start with an introduction to the proof; we discuss the preliminaries of the proof and the 
global proof structure is explained. The the following sections give the proof; first the main steps 
are given which are followed by details. Section 5.5 analyses Part 2 of Lemma 2 and Section 5.6 
discusses how this upper bound should be applied to QKRS which use a classical authentication 
tag as Eve detection system. 

5.1 Introduction to the proof of the Upper Bound on Key
Recycling 

From Chapter 3 we know that a QKRS has three building blocks; a quantum cipher, a form 
of authentication (an Eve detection system) and a key-recycle mechanism. We assume that the 
quantum cipher used for the encryption of the plaintext is statistically indistinguishable and by 
this secure. And we also assume that the used authentication detects an active Eve in an effective 
manner, so that the probability of not detecting Eve's actions is negligible. 

To make the entire QKRS secure the key-recycle mechanism should also be secure. We discussed 
in Chapter 3 that the key-recycle mechanism has two functions which securely recycle the key in 
both situations: when an adversary is detected and when no adversary is detected. In [1] they 
model the key-recycle functions by privacy amplification, which means that there are two classes 
of hash-functions which map the current key k E { 0, 1} n into a recycled key of length 8 or t. 
These classes form a key-recycle mechanisme. The first class of hash-functions R~ks is used when 
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no actions of the adversary are detected (authentication succeeds) and each R E R~ks gives a 
recycled key of size s. The second class R~;f is used when actions of an adversary are detected 
(authentication fails) and each R E R~;f gives a key of size t. 

The key-recycle mechanism is secure when Eve's view of the recycled key is at a negligible distance 
from uniform even if she knows the plaintext x E {0, 1}m, the key-recycle function Rand the 
authentication outcome [1]. This demand is formulated in Definition 6. In [1] they assume that 
the classical feedback channel, which Bob uses to announce his random key-recycle function to 
Alice, is authenticated and no further communication is allowed. 

The proof of Theorem 3 is based on the concept of universal security, this guarantees that a system 
is secure even if it is used many times and is still secure if it is used as part of a bigger system. 
Universal security of a system is often defined as its distance to a perfectly secure system [30]. For 
example if we prove that a cryptographic system is universal secure with an ideal cryptographic 
key, which is an uniformly independent distributed key. Then the system will be still universal 
secure if we use a real key, which is very close to the ideal cryptographic key [30]. Not all security 
measures give universal security. However the trace-norm distance (see (A.1)) is an uniform 
security definition and used by the authors of [1] to define the 6-indistinguishable key-recycle 
mechanism, which makes that universal universal security holds for the proof described in this 
chapter. This universal security ins also discussed in Chapter 6. 

5.1.1 The structure of the proof. 

The proof of Theorem 3 can be divided in three main parts; A, B and C as shown in Figure 
5.1. In Part A d (R( K) I Pno (x) 0 { R}) ~ 6 ( n) is rewritten. This result is used to proof Item 1 of 
Lemma 2 in Part B of the proof. And Item 2 of Lemma 2 is directly proven, also in Part B, with 
the 6-indistinguishable key-recycle mechanism. 

The first part of C uses the fact that D(p, u) is a metric. This means that the triangle inequality 

holds which gives together with Item 1 of Lemma 2 an upper bound for D ( ~, Pno(k, x, R)), which 

is the distance between the total mixture of ciphertexts1 (0 and Eve's view when the plaintext is 
x, the recycled key is k E {0, 1 V and the privacy amplification function is R E R~;f (Pno(k, x, R)). 

The second part of C uses Item 2 of Lemma 2 and the assumption that t = n - m + 2 to 

lower bound this distance D ( ~, Pno ( k, x, R)) . This is done by rearranging the eigenvalues of the 

quantum states ~ and Pno(k, :r:, R) and minimizing this new inequality. 

Since Part 1 of C contradicts Part 2 of C there should hold that t ~ n - m + 1, which completes 
the proof of Theorem 3. 

The next sections discuss every part; A, B and C in detail. First we give the proof of each 
individual part in main steps after which we discuss this main steps in more detail. Note that the 
main steps can also be found in [2]. 

5.2 Part A: Statistically indistinguishable Key-Recycle Mech-. an1sm 

Alice and Bob calculate there recycled secret-key R(k) = k, where R En R~;f if authentica
tion fails and R En R:'ks if authentication is successful. Here we only consider the event where 
authentication fails. 

1 See Appendix A for a definition of the total mixture of ciphertexts. 
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6-indistinguishable 

key-recycle mechanism A 
Theorema3 

t:S:n-m+l 

Lemma 2 1. D (Prw(k, x, R), Px) :S: c < ~ f---to 1. D (Pno(k, x, R), ~) :S: D (~, Px) + D (Px, Pno(k, x, R)) 
:S: E(n) + c 

B < E(n) + ~ C 

contradiction 
- ( A ) 1 2.D Pno(k,x,R),~ :2::2 

~ssumption I t = n - m + 2 1!---------' 

Figure 5.1: Structure of proof for Upper Bound on key-recycling. 

Definition 7 Let 6(n) be a negligible function of n such that R~~t is 6(n)-indistinguishable. R~~ 
is the class of key-recycling functions given that the authentication fails. n represents the initial 
key length and t represents the length of the recycled key. 

Note that Definition 7 is a subdefinition of Definition 6. 

Definition 8 Let Pr(k = k I R) = 2-n#R- 1 (k) be the probability on recycled key k given R ER 

R~~ and k is the random variable for the recycled key. 

The main steps in the proof in Part A are: 

a 
6(n) > d(R(K)1Pna(x)0{R}) 

,g, D (~Pk(k) lk)(kl0 Pno(k, x), llt 0 ~Pk(k)Pna(k, x)) 
k k 

~ LL2-n#R- 1(k)D (Pno(k,x,R),px) 
#Rna R k 

c 
> 

Where Pno(x) represents the random state p(x) conditioned on the event that the authentication 
fails. State p(x) corresponds to Eve's view of the plaintext x E {0, l}m. Clarification on the 
notation and meaning can be found in Appendix A. 

5.2.1 Detailed steps of part A. 

Now each step of the proof is worked out in detail. 

(a) This is the definition of the key-recycle mechanism when authentication fails; see Definition 
6 Item 2. The key-recycle mechanism is 6-indistinguishable for all messages2 x E {0, l}m. 

(b) Applying (A.5) gives: 

d(R(K) I Pno(x) 0 {R}) = D ([{R(K)} 0 Pno(.T) 0 {R}J, [{U}]0 [Pno(x) 0 {R}]) 
= D(A,B) 

2 In [1] and [2] message and plaintext are confusedly used, here in this sections this also can be the case. Section 
5.6 will give more detail on this. 
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The first part; A= [{R(K)} 0 Pno(x) 0 {R}] is investigated. 

[{R(K)} 0 Pna(x) 0 {R}] C~l :LPk(k)lk)(kl0 :L ~n,t [Pna(x)IR(K) = k]0IR)(RI 
k RER~;,t # no 

C~l 2:Pk(k)lk)(kl0 :L ~n,tPna(k, x, R) 0IR)(RI 
k RER~;,t # no 

(~) :LPk(k)lk)(kl0 Pno(k,x) 
k 

(b3) {R(K)} = {K}, where k is the classical variable of the recycled keys. A random state 
with a classical part is given in (A.4). In step (b3) the random state Pno(.x) depends 
on two classical variables namely {R} and {K}. We know that the states are not 
interchangeable when a tensor product ( 0) is used; A 0 B 0 C i= A 0 C 0 B i= · · · . 
This means that we should hold this the order in which the states appear. Now we 
extend (A.4), so that it depends on two classical variables instead of one. This gives 

'L.;.,PJ((k) 'L,RER::~· #~':;} (1k)(kl0 [Pno(x)IR(K) = k]0IR)(RI)· If we rearrange this 

we get the desired result. 

(b4) Apply Pno(k, x, R) = [Pno(x)IR(K) = k], which is the density operator that corresponds 
to the adversary's view when the plaintext is :r, the recycled key is k E {0, lV and the 
privacy amplification function is R E R~~~. 

(b5) Is obtained by applying (A.lO). 

Now we investigate part B = [{U}]0 [Pno(x) 0 {R}]. 
[{U}] represents an uniform distribution; [{U}] = H1 = 2-t I1 where I1 is the 21 x 21 identity 
matrix. We take size t because part A ([{R(K)}] has size t) and part B should have the 
same size to determine the distance to uniform properly. 

[Pno(x) 0 {R}] 

(~) 

(~) 

(~) 

2:Pk(k) 2: ~n,tPno(k,x,R) 0IR)(RI 
k RER':;~' # no 

:L Pk(k)Pno(k, x) 
k 

(b6) We like to change [Pno(x)IR~J = R] in [Pno(x)IR(K) = k]. For this we use (A.3), where 

w = R is changed to w = (R, k) ; [Pno(x)IR~~t = R] = 2:Pk(k)[pn 0 (x)IR(K) = k] 

which gives the desired result. 

(b7) Use Pno(k, :x, R) = [Pno(:r)IR(K) = k], which is the density operator that corresponds 
to the adversary's view when the plaintext is x, the recycled key is k E {0, 1}1 and the 
privacy amplification function is R E R~~. 

(b8) Is obtained by applying (A.lO). 

Combining the results for part A and B gives step b: 

C(n) ~ D ( yPK (k) lk) ( kl ® Pno(k, x), H, ® yPk(k)p,,0 (k, X)) (5.1) 
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(c) Step c in Part A of the proof is te result of two steps as described in the paper [1]: 

1. From result (5.1) Rand k are measured with a POVM. A POVM is a measurement that 
returns the probability on a certain outcome in this case the probability of outcome R 
and k. 

2. After this another POVM is preformed on the residual state which satisfies D (Pno(k, x, R), Px) = 
D (p'(m), q' (m) ). p' (m) = tr (p' Em), p' represents the first residual state (left hand side 
of the comma in result (5.1) ), q' (m) = tr (a' Em), a' represents the second residual state 
(right hand side of the comma in result (5.1)) and Em denotes the POVM measurement, 
which will be discussed in more detail in the next section. 

Also D(p, a)= max{Em}mD (p(m), q(m)) is used, where p(rn) and q(rn) are the probability 
distributions for the outcomes of {Em}m when applied top and u resp. This results in the 
inequality sign, as we will see in the next section. 
The result given in step c is: 

Where 1 = Pr(Rn,t = R) because R ER Rn,t and 2-n#R-1(k) = Pr(K = k I Rn,t = R) 
#R~~t no ' no no 

as defined in Definition 8. 

Step c will be proven will be proven without following step b. 
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5.2.2 Part A: Alternative 

If we skip step b then Part A of the proof can also be written as: 

d(R(K) I Pno(:E) 0 {R}) all D ([{R(K)} 0 Pno(x) 0 {R}], [{U}]0 [p(x) 0 {R}]) 

L Pr(R)D ([{R(K)} 0 Pno(x)], [{U}]0 Px) al2 

al3 
L Pr(R)D (~PdPno(x) I R(K) = k]0lk)(kl, Tt It 0 Px) 

RER~~t k 

L Pr(R)D (~Pi<;Pno(k,x,R)0Ik)(kl, Ttft0Px) 
RER~~t k 

al4 

a~& ~ L Pr(R)~ tr ((~Pi<;Pno(k,x,R)0Ik)(kl) Eic,l) -tr((Ttlt0Px)Eic,l) 
RER~~t k,l k 

~ L Pr(R)Litr(p;.,(Pno(k,x,R))EkJ-2-ttr(pxEk_t)l 
RER~~t k,l 

al6 ~ L Pr(R) L !Pic (tr (Pno(k,x, R)Ek,l) - tr (PxEk_t)) - (Tt- Pic) tr (PxEk_t) I 
RER':.~' ic,l 

2: ~ L Pr(R) LPic ltr (Pno(k, X, R)Ek,l) - tr (PxEk_t) 1-ITt- Pic I tr (PxEk,l) 

al7 

alB 
> 

RER~;;t k,l 

L Pr(R)LPicD(Pno(k,x,R),px) -~LITt-Picl 
RER':.~' ic ic 

L Pr(R) LPicD (Pno(k, x, R), Px) - o'(n) 
RER':.~' ic 

all Definition of the distance to uniform see (A.5). Because we only look at the situation were 
authentication fails and we assume that Eve knows that R E R~~t then there is no difference 
between Pno(x) and p(x:). 

al2 After applying Lemma 2 Renner [3] (see Section B.l) we can use [{R(K)} 0 Pno(x)IR] = 

[{R(K)} 0 Pno(x)] and [{U} 0 p(x)IR] = [{U}]0 [p(x)], because R is independent of K, Px, 
Pno(x) and U. Remind that [p(x)] = Px, where Px is given in (A.6). 

al3 Use (A.4). 

al4 Use note from (A.9). 

al5 Use a POVM with elements {Eic,l = lk)(kl0 Ek}ic,l which first measures the key. Ek,l is a 

POVM such that D (Pno(k, x, r), Px) = ~ E 1 1Pic,l- qic,tl and Pic,! = tr (Pno(k, :E, r)Ei,J and 

qic,l = tr (PxEi,,J 

al6 Add and subtract Pic,1tr (PxEk_t) to obtain the desired form. 

al7 Use the 'inverse' POVM such that D (Pno(k, x, r), Px) = ~ E1 1Pic,1-q.ul and Pic,! = tr (Pno(k, x, r)Ek,l) 

and qic,l = tr· (PxEk_t). 
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al8 ~ Lk 12-t- Pkl can be seen as the variational distance between {Pkh and uniform. To 
obtain a secure recycled key this distance should be negligible, as defined in Definition 6. 
~ Lk 12-t- Pkl :S 6'(n). 

If we combine the results we get: 

o(n) ~ d(R(K) IPno(x) ® {R}) ~ L Pr(R) LPkD (Pno(k,x,R),px)- o'(n) (5.2) 
rER~~t k 

6(n) + o'(n) ~ L Pr(R) LPkD (Pno(k, x, R), Px) (5.3) 
rER~;/ k 

Both o(n) and 6'(n) are negligible functions of n, this means that o(n) + 6'(n) is also a negligible 
function of n. 

o(n) + 6'(n) ~ L Pr(R) L:Tn#R- 1(k)D (Pno(k, x, R), Px) (5.4) 

RER~;/ k 

In (5.4) the probabilities are rewritten using Definition 8. Remember that k is a function of R 
and the probabilities should therefore be written as: Pr(k = k I R) 

If we compare this with the steps used in Pedersen[ll] we find that they take the expected value 
of R to remove the state { R} of the composite state, this agrees with the result given in step al2. 

5.3 Part B: Proof of Lemma 2. 

In Part B of the proof we will prove Lemma 2. This is a proof by contradiction and is therefor 
divided in two parts. 

Lemma 2 Let 0 < c ::; 1 be a constant. Let R~~ be a statistically indistinguishable key-recycling 
mechanism in the case of authentication failure. The there exists an R E R~~ and an k E {0, 1}t 

such that 1 and 2 hold. 

1. D (Pno(k,x,R),px) :S c, 

2. #R-l(k) :S 2n-t+l. 

For the proof of Lemma 2 we use Definition 7, 8 and the following definition. 

Definition 9 Let K*(R) = {kID (Pno(k, :r, R), Px) > c} be the set of recycled keys for which 

condition 1 of Lemma 2 is not satisfied under R. 

Suppose for a contradiction that for all R E R~~, all k E {0, 1 }1, and a constant c < ~ that either 
the first inequality or the second inequality holds. 

• D (Pno(k, X, R), Px) > c, or 

• #R-l(k) > 2n-t+l. 

These options give the two parts for the proof by contradiction. 
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Part 1 Calculate the probability that k E K* ( R) holds. 

which implies 

d 
8(n) ~ 

e 
> 

1 

Pr (k E K*(R)) ~ c5~) 

Since 8(n) is negligible the probability of k E K*(R) is also negligible and by this the 

probability that there is a set recycled keys such that D (Pno(k, x, R), Px) > c. 

Part 2 Now will check if the second option holds. If the second inequality holds then k tj_ K*(R) 
and #R- 1 (k) > 2n-t+l. 

8(n) ~ d (R(K) I Pn 0 (x) 0 { R}) 

This cannot hold since 8(n) is negligible. Which means that both Item 1 and Item 2 of Lemma 2 
should hold. 

5.3.1 Detailed steps of part B. 

Now we further elaborate the steps of this proof. 

Part 1 of the proof 

(d) Follows from the proof given for steps (a), (b) and (c) 

(e) Use D (Pno(k, x, R), Px) > c Which gives a different result than (e) states. 

(f) The result can be derived from: 

(fl): Apply Definition 8. 
(f2): The condition k E K*(R) in the summation is replaced by a conditional probability. 
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(g) Is explained by: 

~ L:Pr (k E K*(R) IR) (~) 
#Rno R 

c L:Pr(R)Pr (k E K*(R) I R) 
R 

c LPr (k E K*(R), R) 
R 

cPr (k E K*(R)) 

Where (g1) follows from Pr(R) =~,because R ERR~~· 
#Rno 

(i) b(n) ~d(R(K)IPno(x)0{R}) follows from (a). 

Part 2 of the proof 

(j) Is proven by: 

(k) 

(i_!) 
d(R(K) I Pno(x) 0 {R}) D ([{R(K)} 0 Pno(x) 0 {R}], [{U}]0 [Pno(x) 0 {R}]) 

(j2) 
~ D ([{R(K)} 0 {R}], [{U}]0 [{R}]) 

(gJ d(R(K)I{R}) 

Which results in d (R(K) I Pno(x) 0 {R}) ~ d (R(K) I {R}) 
(j1) and (j3) both result from applying formula (A.5). 
(j2) follows from using [13] page 407: D (trPno(x) ([{R(K)} 0 Pno(x) 0 {R}]) , trPno(x) ([{U}]0 [Pno(x) 0 {R}])) 
~ D ([{R(K)} 0 Pno(x) 0 {R}], [{U}]0 [Pno(x) 0 {R}]), where trPno is the partial trace over Pno> 
this partial trace gives: D (trPno(x) ([{R(K)} 0 Pno(x) 0 {R}]) , trPno(x) ([{U}]0 [Pno(x) 0 {R}])) = 
D ([{R(K)} 0 {R}], [{U}] 0 [{R}]). 

d (R(K) I {R}) D ([{R(K)} 0 {R}], [{U}]0 [{R}]) 

~ D (~Pr(R)[{R(K)} I R]0IR) (RI ,ITt 0 ~Pr(R) IR) (RI) 

~ D (LPr(R) L Pr (k = kiR) JkJ (kJ0IR)(RI,llt 0 LPr(R) IR) (RI) 
R kftR'(K) R 

(Jj ro:1 D (tr (L:Pr(R). L Pr (k = kiR) lk) (kJ0IR)(RIEm) ,tr (nt 0 L:Pr(R) IR) (RIEm \ 
R kftR'(K) R I 

~ m:1 ~ L ltr (Em (L Pr(R). L Pr ( k = k I R) Jk) (kJ0IR) (RI- llt 0 L Pr(R) IR) (RI)) I 
m R kftR'(K) R 

m:1 ~ L tr (Em (L:Pr(R) (. L Pr (k = kl R) Jk) (kl- llt) 0IR) (RI)) I 
m R kftR'(K) 

~ ~L~ ( L Pr(k=kiR) -z-t) 
R #Rno kftR'(K) 

Where (5) follows from (A.4) and accompanying notes in Section A. 
(6) R and k are both classical random variables. So we can write [{R(K)} I R] = [{K} I R] = 

~k Pr(K = k I R) Jk J ( kJ where (A.3) is used and that ~:\~1 = Pr(k I R) 

Together with ~k Pr ( k = k I R) ~ ~kftR' (K) Pr ( k = k I R) gives the desired result. 
(7) follows from D (r, a)= max{ Em )D (p(m), q(m)), where p(m) = tr (rEm) and q(m) = tr (a Em) 
[13] page 405. (8) follows from D (p(m), q(m)) = ~ ~m ltr (Em (r- a))l [13] page 405. 
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(9) holds if Pr ( k = k I R) > 2-t which is the case. 

Proof: Apply Definition 8 and #R- 1 (k) > 2n-t+1 which gives #R- 1 > Tt+ 1 > Tt the last 
inequality holds if we assume the recycled key size t is always 2: 0. And Pr(R) = ~ holds 

#Rn'o 

(k) Alternative: 
R(K) = k is a classical random variable and R En R~~t is uniformly distributed. U is also an 
uniformly distributed random variable. So instead of the (quantum) trace-norm distance, we use 
the variational distance (Dvar) between two probability distributions. 

D (p, a) 2: Dvar (P, Q). 

To clarify the notation: the classical {discrete) random variable X are denoted as: 

l::Pr(x) = l::Pr(X = x) = 1 

Where x are all possible values of X. This gives: 

d (R(K) I {R}) D ([{R(K)} 0 {R}]' [{U}]0 [{R}]) 

(ka4) 

> 

n k 

2 ~Pr(R) ( ~Pr{kiR)- ~Tt) I 

~ I~P,(R) ( P'(k I R)- 2 ')I 
~ ~Pr(R) ( ~Pr(kl R)- Tt) 

~ L ~n,t ( L Pr (k = k I R)- Tt) 
n # no k~R*(K) 

(kal) Follows from applying {5.5) and applying Dvar(P, Q) = ~ L.:., IP(x) - Q(x)l. 

(ka2) Holds because #k = t. 
(ka3) Holds if Pr ( k = k I R) > 2 t which is the case. 

(5.5) 

Proof: Apply Definition 8 and #R- 1 (k) > 2n-t+l which gives #R- 1 > Tt+l > Tt the last 
inequality holds because the recycled key size t is always 2: 0. And Pr(R) = #~;';;,' holds because 

R En R~{ 

{ka4) L.:;., Pr ( k = k I R) 2: L.:;.,~R"(K) Pr ( k = k I R) 

1 A t+1 Pr{K=kln) t (I) We use Definition 8 and #R- (k) > 2n- to get 
2 

> 2-

> 

This gives the desired result without equality. 
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(m) 

~L~ L Pr(k=kiR) 
R #Rno krtK*(R) 

~ L Pr(R) Pr (k 'I K*(R) I R) 
R 

~ l:Pr (k t1 K*(R), R) 
R 

Pr (k tl K*(R)) + Pr (k E K*(R)) = 1 and Pr (k E K*(R)) :<; ¥give 

1- Pr (k tl K*(R)) :::; 6(n) 
c 

1 
_ 6(n) :::; Pr (k tl K*(R)) 

c 

~(1 _8~n)) :::; ~ Pr (k tl K*(R)) 

5.4 Part C: Completing the Proof of Theorem 3 

This section handles the last part of the proof of Theorem 3. This proof is also a proof by con
tradiction and uses the assumption that there exists a statistically indistinguishable key-recycling 
mechanism such that t = n - m + 2. This proof consist also of two parts. 

Part 1: Triangle inequality Lemma 2 states that there exists a Rand ko such that D (Pno(ko, x, R), Px) :::; 

c <~and #R- 1 S 2n-t+l. We fix this Rand ko. 
Ivan Damgard et. a!. state in [1] that D(~,px) S <(n) for negligible E(n) should hold for all 
messages x E {0, l}m of an f(n)-private (n, m)-quantum cipher. 
~and Px are defined (A.7) resp. (A.6). The triangle inequality gives the following result: 

D (Pno(ko, x, R), ~) S D (~, Px) + D (Px' Pno(ko, x, R)) S t(n) + c (5.6) 

This triangle inequality can be used because the trace distance D is a metric. For a metric 
holds that it is symmetric, D(p, a-) = 0 iff p = 0' and it satisfies the triangle inequality. For 
proof see [13] page 406. 

Part 2: Lower bound for the trace-norm distance between Pno(ko, x, R) and ~; D (Pno(ko, x, R), ~) 

D (Pno(ko, X, R), ~) ~tr (IPno(ko,x, R)- ~~) 
1 

2tr(P+N) 

Where P and N are positive operators with orthogonal support. 

Definition 10 Operator C is defined as: C = Pno(ko, x, R) + N = ~ + P 
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(8) 
> 

(() 
> 

~tr· ( C- € + C- Pno(ko,x, R)) 
1"' ! ! ! A 2 L...,.. 2\ (C)-\ (e)-\ (Pno(ko, x, R)) 

1"'! ·{! l A } 2 L...,.. \(C)- mm \ (€), A; (Pno(ko, x, R)) 

(IJ) 
> 1 "' ( _. { 1 l A } • { 1 1 A • }) 2L..... ma:t \(€),\(Pno(ko,x,R)) -mm \(€),\(Pno(ko,x,R)) 

1"'11 A 1 I 2L..... A;(Pno(ko,x,R))-\(€) 
t 

Where AI (C) are the eigenvalues of C in decreasing order. This can be rewritten as: 

(5.7) 

Contradiction: Comparison of (5.6) and (5.7) give the contradiction. This result makes it im
possible to have a t = n- m + 2, which proves Theorem 3. 

5.4.1 Detailed steps of part C. 

Now we will elucidate the steps in this part the proof. We will elaborate the steps starting with 
a through {). 

(a) D (Pno(ko, x, R), €) = ~tr (IPrw(ko, x, R)- €1) 
This is gained by applying the Definition (A.l) of the trace-distance. 

(,8) Operator (Pno(ko, x, R) - €) can be written as P- N, where P represents the positive part 

of (Pno(ko, x, R) - €) and N the negative part of (Pno(ko, x, R) - €). 
Remember that P and N are positive operators with orthogonal support. Now we need to 

prove that ~tr (fPno(ko, x, R) - €f) = ~tr (P + N) so ~tr (IP- Nl) = ~tr (P + N). The 

trace operation justifies looking just at the diagonal of the matrix. To simplify all other 
elements are made zero. 

Pu 0 0 0 0 
0 P22 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

tr(jP- Nj) tr 0 0 Pnn 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 nn+l,n+l 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
nn+m,n+m 
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Pu 0 0 
0 P22 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
tr 0 0 Pnn 0 0 

0 0 0 -nn+I,n+I 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -nn+m,n+m 

Pu 0 0 
0 P22 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
tr 0 0 Pnn 0 0 

0 0 0 nn+!,n+! 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 nn+m,n+m 

tr(P + N) 

(-y) Results from: 

1 
2tr(P + N) 

1 ( ' ' ) 2tr P + ~ - ~ + N + Pno(ko, X, R) - Pno(ko, X, R) 

~tr ( C- e + C- Pno(ko,x, R)) 

{'y1) Add and subtract e and Pno(ko, x, R). 
( -y2) Results from applying Definition 10. 

1 ( ' ) 1"' " " ! ' (8) Here 2tr C- e + C- Pna(ko, x, R) 2 2 L..t 2>.i (C)- >.i (e) -A, (Pno(ko, x, R)) is proven. 
t 
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>.i (C) represents the eigenvalues of C in decreasing order. P and N are positive operators3 and 
therefor they have a spectral decomposition with a diagonal representation. e and Pno(ko, X, R) 
are density operators see (A.9) resp. (A.7) and density operators have the property that they are 

positive and therefor they also have a spectral decomposition of the form4
; L Aili)(il, where li) 

i 

are orthogonal and Ai are the real non-negative eigenvalues. This form represents a diagonal matrix 
with its eigenvalues on the diagonal. 

( 

Au 

,, ; 
0 
0 

0 

0 

The trace of a matrix A is defined as tr(A) = L aii; the sum of the values on the diagonal. In this 

case it is the sum of the eigenvalues; L Ai. 
i 

The re-ordering of the eigenvalues in decreasing order gives the inequality. 

(() To prove the next inequality: ~ Ei 2>-i(C)->.i(O->.J(Pno(ko, x, R)) 2 ~E. >-r(C)-min { AJ (e), >-i (Pno(ko, x, R))} 

. 1"' j ! ! ' 1"' !( ) ! !( j ' we wnte 2 L..t 2>.; (C)- >.i (e)- >.i (Pno(ko, x, R)) = 2 L..t \ C - >.i (~) + >.i C)- >.i (Pno(ko, x, R)) 
t t 

3 A positive operator A satisfies for any vector Jv);(vJAJv) 2 0. Positive operators are a special class of Hermitian 
operators [13]. 

4 See Chapter 2 for more information. 
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( ! ! )· ! ! A (! ! A )' We use .>-;(C) - \ (0 1f .>-; (0 < \ (Pno(ko, x, R)) and we use .>-;(C)- A; (Pno(ko, x, R)) 1f 

Ai (Pno(ko, x, R)) < AJ (~). Only one of the two is chosen which results in a smaller or equal value 
compared with the situation where none was neglected. 

(77) Here Weyl's monotonicity Theorem [34] is applied see Section B.2, which states that AJ(C) 2: Ai(O 

and Ai{C) 2: AJ (Pno(ko, x, R)) holds for all i. This implies that Ai (C) 2: max { AJ (0, Af(Pno(ko, x, R))} 
which is the proof for 

~ L Ai(C)-min{ Ai(~),Ai(Pno(ko,x,R))} 2: ~ L (max { Ai(O, Ai(Pno(ko,x, R))}- min { Af(O, Ai(Pno(ko,x,R))}) 
i i 

0 1 "" ( { ! ! A } 0 { ! ! A }) - 1 "" I ! A ! I (B) Proof of. 2 L., max A; (0, \ (Pno(ko, x, R)) - mm \ (~), \ (Pno(ko, X, R)) - 2 L., \ (Pno(ko, X, R))- A; (0 
' i 

Ai (Pno(ko, x, R)) and A; (0 are both real non-negative eigenvalues (ordered in decreasing order). 
This gives the possibility to write 

1 "" ( { ! ! A } 0 

{ ! ! A }) 2 L., max A; (0, \ (Pno(ko, x, R)) - mm \ (0, A; (Pno(ko, X, R)) 

' 
_1""1 {!!A } ·{!!A }I - 2 L., max \ (0, \ (Pno(ko, x, R)) - mm \(~),A; (Pno(ko, x, R)) 

' 

_1""1·{!! A } {!!A }I - 2 L., mm A; (0, A; (Pno(ko, x, R)) -max \ (0, \ (Pno(ko, x, R)) 

' 
1""1! A ! I = 2 L., A; (Pno(ko, x, R)) -A; (0 

i 

(19) This proof is derived from [2]. In Section 3 we defined t = n- m + 2 and #R- 1 S 2n-t+l 
2n-(n-m+2)+1 = 2m-l. 

Further more the eigenvalues of~ are A(O (~)A (EkE{o,l}n Tn Mk), 

where Mk = L Tm Ek lx) (xi® IO) (OI£1. This is a matrix with rank5 2m and eigenvalues Tm. 
xE{O,l}m 

Where (191) follows from applying (A.7). 

We apply Lidskii's theorem [34] see Section B.3, which gives us A! ( ~ Tn Mk) 

This is a vector where the first 2m entries all have value 2-m and the remaining entries all have 
value 0. This means that the largest eigenvalue of~ is at most 2m. 

The rank of Pno(k0 ,x,R) cannot exceed the cardinality of R- 1 (ko), which is by assumption at most 
2m-l. 

~ L H (Pno(ko, X, R))- A; wl is minimized when At (Pno(ko, X, R)) = 2 -m+l for i = 1, 0 0 0, 2m -l 

' 
and Ai (0 = 2-m for i = 1, ... , 2"'. 
This results in 

~ L 1>-i(Pno(ko,x,R))- Ai(OI = ~ (2m-l (Tm+l- Tm) +(2m- 2m-l) Tm) = ~ 
i 

Which leads to the conclusion: 

5.5 Analysis of #R- 1(k) < 2n-t+l 

This section investigates the +1 in #R- 1 (k) S 2n-t+ 1 of Lemma 2. Figure 5.2 gives a visualization 

of a recycled key ko and the group of key's k for which holds R- 1 (ko) = k for a fixed R. When we 

5 x lives in a 2m dimensional Hilbert space. 
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consider the number of keys k and the number of recycled keys k then we expect #R- 1 
:::::: 2n-t. 

For further analyses we replace #R- 1(k) ~ 2n-t+l by #R- 1 (k) ~ 2n-t+<. 

Lemma 3 Let 0 < c ~ 1 be a constant. Let R~~ be a statistically indistinguishable key-recycling 
mechanism in the case of authentication failure. Then there exists a R E R~~ and a k E {0, 1 V 
such that 1 and 2 holds. 

1. D (Pno(k, x, R), Px) ~ c, 

2. #R- 1 (k) ~ 2n-t+<. 

l 
Figure 5.2: Visualization inverse key-recycle function, with on the left hand side the pre-image of 
k~. 

The proof of the original Lemma changes from Part 2 beginning with step (1), the changed steps 
are have an addition '*'-sign. Remember that this was a proof by contradiction. 

~l Ul 
6(n)::::d(R(K)IPno(x)0{R}) > d(R(K)I{R}) 

(k) 
> 

(l•) 
> 

(m•) 
> 

~ L ~n,t L Pr ( k = k I R)- Tt 
R # no ic~K·(R) 

~L ~n,t L (2'-1)Pr(k=kiR) 
R # no k~R-(K) 

~ (1- 2-<) (1- J~)) 

Now we discuss the alterations to the original lemma. 

(1*) To obtain item (l*) #R- 1 (k) > 2n-t+< is used, which results in: 

Pr(k = k I R) T"#R- 1(k) 
> 2-n2n-t+< 

2-t+< 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 
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This can be written as: Pr(k;,k I H) > 2-t. 

This result is used to obtain: 

> ~ L ~n,t ( L Pr ( k = k I R) - Pr ( k; k I R) ) 
R # no k~R*(K) 

~L ~n,t L (1-T')Pr(k=kiR) 
R # no fc~R·(K) 

(m*) is derived according to: 

~L ~n,t L (1-T')Pr(k=kiR) 
R # no k~R·(K) 

~ (1 - 2-') L ~n,t L Pr ( k = k I R) 
R # no k~K*(R) 

~ (1- T') L Pr(R) Pr (kIt K*(R) I R) 
2 R 

~ (1- T') LPr (k \t K*(R), R) 
R 

~ (1- T') Pr (k \t K*(R)) 

Pr (k \t K*(R)) = 1- Pr (k E K*(R)) and Pr (k E K*(R)) ~ ¥ 
are applied to & (1 - 2-') ( 1 - Pr ( k E K* (R))) which results in: 

~ (1- T') (1- Pr (k E K*(R))) ~ ~ (1- T') (1-
8~)) 

The proof still holds if (1 - 2-') > 0, which states that E > 0. 

This result is used in Part C2 of the proof of Theorem 3. Again #R-1 (k) ~ 2n-t+< is used which 
results in: 

D (Pno(ko,:r,R),,) ~ ~ L H(Pno(ko,x,R))- >.f(')l 

~ ~(2m-2+< (Tm+2-< _ Tm) + (2m_ 2m-2+<) Tm) 
2 
1 

~ -(1-T2+'+1-T2+<) 
2 

~ 1- T2+< 

Remember that f > 0. D (Pno(ko, :r:, R), ') ~ 0, because it is a metric. To get the desired 

contradiction we need D (Pno ( ko, x, R), ') > & . This means that 0 < E < 2 and because we 

discuss #R- 1(k) only natural numbers are allowed, which gets usE= 1. 

Improve upper bound 

If we try to tight the upper bound on key-recycling to t ~ n- m then D (Pno(ko, x, R), ~) ~ 
1 - 2-1+•. In order to use the same proof we need to satisfy the same demands this results in 
0 < E < 1, but also implies E It N. Therefore we cannot improve the upper bound in Theorem 3 
using the same line of proof as in [2]. 
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5.6 Interpretation of Upper Bound for QKRS with a clas
sical authentication tag. 

As stated before the Key-Recycle Bound applies to all QKRS. In [1] and [2] the plaintext and the 
message are used confusedly as noted in footnote (2) of this chapter. In the proof of Theorem 3 
the message is equivalent to the plaintext because no assumption is made about the Eve detection 
method. We like to apply this theorem to QKRS like the WnCm-cipher which use a classical 
authentication tag as Eve detection system. In this case it is not directly clear if the plaintext and 
message are the same. 

The authors of [1] denote their scheme as near optimal. They interpret lx in Theorem 3(t :<:::: 

lk - lx + 1) as the size of the message without the authentication tag6 . So to create a optimal 
QKRS they should only throw away l.r bits of the key - neglecting one bit in the bound. The 
WnCm however throws away all n bits of key z this includes the l(m) bits of authentication tag. 
They prove that this key-recycle function produces a statistically indistinguishable recycled key 
and is therefor secure. 

So if the entire one-time pad is removed then the WnCm-cipher is secure in the situation when 
authentication fails. This coincides with the classical case; the one-time pad cannot be reused 
without losing security. So should lx in Theorem 3 not be interpreted as the size of the message 
and the authentication tag? If this is the case then the WnCm-cipher is an optimal QKRS with 
respect to Theorem 3 - neglecting one bit in the bound. To answer the question we will look at 
known-plaintext attacks and proof of Theorem 3. 

The WnCm-cipher is secure against all attacks also against known-plaintext attacks [1]. In the 
proof they assume that Eve has the entire ciphertext and gets to know the message after some 
delay, but what if she also gets to know the authentication tag. Is it then still secure to discard 
only a number of bits which equal the size of the message? For this we look at Wegman-Carter 
authentication, because this type of authentication is unbreakable like the one-time pad [31]. In 
[31] they state that the hash-function can be reused as long as the one-time pad is refreshed every 
time. In [1] they note that when authentication fails a QKRS does not preform better than a 
classical one-time pad. If we follow this reasoning then lx in Theorem 3 should be the size of the 
message and the authentication tag. 

If we look at where lx is defined used in the proof of Theorem 3 we get back to step 19 of Part 
C2 of the proof. Here Mk = L:xE{O,l}'x 2-1xEkl:c)(xi0IO)(OIEk is used. If xis just the message 
then equals lx the size of the message. In this case the authentication tag is stored in the ancilla 
state IO) (01. In [13] page 94 they state that an ancilla state can be seen as a mathematical device 
appearing in a construction or it can be interpreted as an extra quantum system introduced into the 
problem 7 . The second explanation applies for using the ancilla state to "store" the authentication 
tag. Here we have a contradiction with the conclusion made in the previous paragraph. 

We conclude that Damgard et a!. used the correct interpretation if the authentication tag is placed 
in the ancilla state and if Eve can never obtain the authentication tag. To ensure the secrecy of 
the tag it should be produced in a secure environment, e.g. the same environment as where the 
keys are stored. 

6 In t ::; lk - lx + 1, lk is the size of the initial key k = (z, b, u) and lx is the size of the plaintext/message. The 
notation is changed to avoid confusion with the size of the keys z E { 0, 1} n, b E {0, 1} n and u E {0, 1} m. 

7 Assuming that this extra quantum system has a state space with the required properties. 
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Chapter 6 

When the Authentication 
Successful 

• 
IS 

This chapter describes the security proof of the quantum key-recycle scheme (WnCm) of [1], when 
authentication succeeds. The authentication succeeds when Bob produces the same authentication 
tag as Alice; (hu(x))' = hu(x'), huE 'H~.w 'H~.~< is an family ofXOR-universal hash-functions and 
key u ER {0, l}m selects one of the hash-functions to produce authentication tag hu(x) E {0, 1}~'. 
x E {0, l}m is the classical message Alice sends to Bob. 

The proof can be divided in three parts. For a easier approach we first define an EPR-variant 
of the WnCm-cipher. Secondly we proof that this EPR-variant is secure, by discussing Theorem 
2 and 3 of [1]. The last step of the proof is to relate the EPR-proof to the original situation of 
WnCm-cipher when the authentication succeeds. 

6.1 The EPR-variant 

The EPR-variant is given in Table 6.1. It uses EPR-pairs1 to obtain a maximally entangled state. 
Entangled states are composite states that cannot be formed by single qubits for the definition 
see Section 2.5. 

For the quantum transmission in the EPR-variant a maximally entangled state consisting of n 
EPR-pairs is used. 

Definition 11 A maximally entangled state consisting of n EPR pairs is defined as: 

(6.1) 
aE{O,l}n aE{O,l}n 

for some orthonormal basis {l~~b)) }a· 

Note that the EPR-variant uses an additional authenticated and private classical channel in Step 5. 
Part z of the key in the WnCrn-cipher is replaced by a E {0, 1}n, which is the result of measuring 
the EPR-pairs with the basis selected by key part b. As a result key part z is refreshed every new 
iteration of the EPR-variant. 

1 EPR-pairs are named after Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen. 

59 
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Initial 

Step 1 
Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4 

Step 5 

Step 6 

Step 7 

6.2 Proof 

Alice and Bob share a private key (b, u) ER {0, l}n+m. They 
agree on 2n mutually unbiased bases in 1tn and a family of XOR
universal hash-functions H~,J.L = {hu}uE{o,l}m. Alice likes to send 
Bob classical message :r E {0, l}m. 
Alice prepares n EPR-pairs in state I1Ji)A 8

. 

Alice sends the B-register of the EPR-pairs to Bob using the quan
tum channel. 
Bob acknowledges receiving the state using the classical authentic 
feedback channel. 

Alice measures her A-register with bases {l~~b))}aE{O,l}n (see 6.1) 
which results in classical outcome a. Alice computes enc = a El1 
(x, t), where t = hu(x). 
Alice sends enc to Bob using the additional private authenticated 
classical channel. 
Bob measures his B-register using part b of the key to select a 
basis of the MUBS. This measurement results in outcome (a)'. 
Bob computes (x', t') =(a)' El1 enc. Bob verifies that t' = hu(x') 
and announces the result (when equality hold 'ok' else 'no') to 
Alice through the classical authenticated feedback channel. 
If Bob accepts(= 'ok'), then Alice and Bob recycle the whole key 
(b, u). 

Table 6.1: EPR-variant 

6.2.1 Type of proof 

The proof of the EPR-variant is based on an entanglement purification protocol and uses a distance 
measure known as the fidelity. Unlike the trace-distance the fidelity has no clear physical meaning 
and is not a metric, but it is a useful quantity for mathematical purposes. The fidelity between two 
states decreases if the two states become more distinguishable and if the two states become less 
distinguishable (are more correlated) then the fidelity will show an increase. For more information 
and the properties of the fidelity see [13] page 409-416. 

In [35]/[36] the authors introduce a new sufficient condition for composable security of an Quantum 
Key Distribution (QKD) scheme with a security proof based on entanglement purification. The 
proof of the EPR-variant is based on this new sufficient. condition for composable security. This 
condition is explained and we show the connection to the proof described in this chapter. 

Definition 12 (A new sufficient condition for composable security of an QKD scheme. From [36).) 
The final keys KA and KB are outcomes of Alice and Bob's measurements on a shared state PAB 
for some m. P'As is supposed to be <!J®m when Eve is not eavesdropping. m represents the key length 
and <ll = ! (IOO) + Ill)) ( (OOI + (111). The privacy condition ('f:.m Pr(m) · I (KE : KIM = m :::::: M2)) 
is obtained by showing: 
High fidelity (F): 

(6.2) 
m 

P,2 and p,~ are both E V; a set of exponentially decaying function of n. Where n denotes the 
security parameter, e.g. the number of transmitted qubits between Alice and Bob. From the privacy 
condition is I (KE: KIM= m:::::: M2) the mutual information between Eve's key KE and Alice and 
Bob's key (KA = Ks = K) given the key length equal tom. Pr(M = m) is the distribution Eve's 
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attack introduces on the key length M. The definition should hold for all possible attacks Eve can 
preform. 

As we have seen in the definition this security definition implies privacy: 

:ljl2 E V such that 

I: Pr(m) ·I (KE: KIM= m S: /l2) S: /l2 
m=O 

The proof can be found in [35] 

But it also implies equality and uniformity: 
3Jll E V such that 

I: Pr(m)D (p;,Pu) S: jll, 

m=O 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

where Pi = Pideal = Pr(KA = kA, KB = kBIM = m) and Pu =2-m. Note that the (trace- )distance 
to uniform is used. 

First we will describe why this type of proof is chosen and second we will discuss how it can be 
used for the security proof ERP-variant. As stated before this type of proof uses the universal 
composability approach. A cryptographic primitive such as a key is said to provide universally 
composable security [3] or is universal secure [30] if it is secure in any arbitrary context. In 
other words the security of a (proven) secure cryptosystem is not compromised when an ideal 
cryptographic primitive is replaced by a real cryptographic primitive. 

The definitions of universal security are based on the distance between a real cryptographic prim
itive and an ideal cryptographic primitive. If we look for example at the key and we want to know 
the universal security of this real key. Then we determine the distance between this real key and 
an ideal key. An ideal key is a random bit string which is uniformly distributed. So the universal 
security depends on the distance of the real key to uniform. 

Many security definitions use the mutual information ( m~x I(S; W) s; t) as an security measure 

(see [30] for examples in literature). Here the maximal classical information (W) Eve obtains 
with an optimal measurement is compared with the the final secret key (S). But this mutual 
information does not always guarantee universal composability and therefor is not always an 
appropriate security measure [30]. 

To make it more concrete this security definition does not take into account the possibility that 
Eve waits with measuring the 'cloned' 2 qubits until she has some information about this secure 
key. For a more detailed example see [30] page 31-32. 

Conclusion: This type of proof is chosen because it guarantees universal composable security, 
which is the strongest type of security definition in quantum cryptography at this moment. The 
composability aspects in the security definition ensures that the recycled key is still secure when 
used to encrypt a new message. 

But why can this security definition also be applied for the proof of the QKRS EPR-variant? 
QKD schemes such as the BB84 protocol (see Chapter 7 for a protocol description) allow Alice 
and Bob to share a secret key of which Eve has no significant information. All QKD schemes have 
some general features. Those features include secure local coins, completely insecure quantum 
communication and an authenticated public classical communication channel [35]. 

If we look at the WnCm-cipher we also have an authenticated classical channel and an non-secure 
quantum channel. The WnCm-cipher encrypts the one-time-path in qubits by choosing the bases 
with part b of the key. The initial (secure) key is assumed random and uniformly distributed, this 

2 Due to the non-cloning theorem a qubit can not be cloned perfectly, but there are some techniques which give 
a good imperfect clone.For more information see Chapter 2. 
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corresponds with the secure coins feature in the QKD scheme. So the features of both types of 
schemes resemble. 

There are three main differences between a QKD protocol and the WnCm-cipher. The first is 
the content which is encrypted with the qubits. QKD schemes encrypt a random bit string and 
the WnCm-cipher encrypts the one-time-path. This makes the WnCm-cipher vulnerable for know
plaintext-attacks. This problem however is solved by restricting the key-recycle mechanism and 
by using a cipher which ensures key and data hiding. 

The second difference is the way of detecting Eve and error correction. In a QKD scheme Alice 
randomly selects a number of bits after the sifting process3 . These bit values are compared with 
Bob's values and if the correlation is insufficient Alice and Bob end the protocol without a shared 
secure key. When the correlation between the bit strings is sufficient Alice and Bob correct the 
errors in the key with an reconciliation step. The WnCm-cipher uses the authentication tag to 
detect Eve and no error correction4 is used in WnCm-cipher. 

The last difference is the privacy amplification Alice and Bob apply in QKD scheme. This removes 
Eve's information obtained from eavesdropping. WnCm-cipher uses the classical authentication 
channel just to send one authentication bit and uses no additional privacy arnplification5

. 

QKD also has its limitations in detecting eavesdropper Eve. It is possible that Eve only measures 
the qubits which are not checked by Alice and Bob during the random bit string check. Another 
possibility for Eve to stay undetected is that Eve measures all qubits with the correct basis. This 
probability is very small, but not equal to zero. WnCm-cipher uses MUBS as a basis to produce the 
qubit state. There are 2n possible bases and with n sufficiently large Eve probability of choosing 
the same basis as Alice and Bob is exponentially small. 

Conclusion: The QKD schemes reveals more information to Eve during the processes after the 
qubit communication compared with WnCm-cipher. One should take the known-plaintext attacks 
into account when analyzing WnCm-cipher, which is solved by the authors by constraining the 
key-recycle function R. Ergo the same security approach can be used for WnCm-cipher. 

6.2.2 Proof of Theorem 2 in [1] 

The authentication succeeds in two situations: 

1. There was no Eve eavesdropping on the quantum channel, or 

2. Eve was eavesdropping but her attacks were not detected by Bob during the check of the 
authentication tag. 

The first situation is of course desirable. The second situation gives the main objective in the 
security proof of the key-recycle mechanism. The main objective is to prove that if Eve preforms 
any non-trivial action upon Bob's system then the authentication will fail with high probability. 
Here the class of XOR-universal hash-functions play a crucial rol. 

Theorem 4 ( = Theorem 2 [1 J) 
For all adversary strategies for which PAce 2:: 2 -<n-2m-

2
)+l holds, 

L L 2-n-m F (P~~c' !Ill) (w!) 2:: 1 - 2 -(n-.m-2) +1 (6.5) 
bE{O,l}" uE{O,l}m 

provided that n is sufficiently large. 

3 Alice and Bob keep all bits which are measured in the same bases and remove all others. 
4 In the conclusion of [1] is stated that quantum error correction can be used to remove the errors due to noise 

on the quantum channel. 
5 The proof deals with this fact by using two different states which describe Eves view; one when authentication 

succeeds and one when authentication fails. 
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In this section the proof of Theorem 4 is discussed. This theorem states that if Eve's attack is not 
detected then it is almost always trivial, since it corresponds to the case where no eavesdropping 
occurred. To explain this further we need Definition 11 and the following equations. 

Eve's attacks are trace-preserving operators (E) applied to Bob's half of the EPR-pair. These 
trace-preserving operators can be described in terms of the 4n Pauli operators (0; and Oj) [19], 

4n-14n-1 

P = E (I'll) (ll!l) = L L C;Cj (In® 0;) I'll) (WI (In® Oj)t, (6.6) 
i=O j=O 

where 0 0 = In is a 2n x 2n identity matrix and at is the complex conjugated of a. Each of these 
Pauli operators (or error operator) will be in one of the 2n + 1 partitions (or bases). Note that 
because we take bE {0, 1}n, we can only specify 2n bases. When considering the the error operator 
0; there are two situations to consider: 

1. 0; is in the basis where it belongs, or 

2. 0; is in one of the other 2n bases b. 

In the first situation the error operator 0; will leave the cipher-states unchanged. In the second 
situation it will anti-commute6 with exactly half of the operators (including identity)[l], [19] or 
Chapter 4. Anti-commuting means that the error operator 0; will permute the basis vectors of 
basis b. The permutation is independent of the authentication code. This gives us the possibility to 
show that the probability for 0; to remain undetected is negligible when the class of XOR-universal 
hash-functions is used to produce the authentication-tag. 

Equation (6.6) can also be written in a form where Eve's attack has two results: one it leaves the 
state untouched and two it changes the state, 

(6.7) 

where leo 12 represents the probability that the state is left unchanged by Eve's attack. And 

P~u = E(i,i)#(O,O) ( 1 ~j~l2) Un ® 0;) I'll) (Ill I Un ® Oj)t represents the changed state. 

Definition 13 The projection onto the space where Alice has her untouched EPR-halves and Bob 
has anything that passes the authentication test is defined as; 

(6.8) 

Where enc(a,x) =a 6:l (x, hu(x)) and x,i: E {0, 1}m the message resp. the message after trans
mission. 

This projection is used to determine the probability (p~~c) that Bob will accept the authentication 
tag, when Alice and Bob share key (b,u), where b ER {0, l}n, u ER {0, l}m. And it determines a 
normalized state (p~~c) conditioned on Aoki the event when authentication is successful. 

b,u _ t (rrb,u ·) 
PAce- r AccP (6.9) 

Ilb,u • (rrb,u ) t 
.b,u _ Ace P Ace 

PAce- ( b ) 
tr I1.4~cP 

(6.10) 

6 Anti-commuting operators A and B are operators for which hold: AB = -BA. 
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A projection (P) is a Hermitian or self adjoint operator. Rembember that this type of operators 
has the property pt = P see Chapter 2. 

Now we will start with the proof of Theorem 2 as described in Appendix B of (2]. First we define 
a lemma, which is needed for the proof of this theorem. 

Lemma 4 Let PAce = Lb,u 2-m-ntr ( II~~cP) be the probability that Bob accepts the authenti

cation {when the probability is taken over all keys (b,u)), and let lcol 2 be defined as in equation 
(6.6). 

(6.11) 

In other words if the probability that the state is left unchanged by Eve's actions (lcol2) is small, 
then the probability of accepting the authentication is small for most keys. For the proof of Lemma 
4 are the properties of the XOR-universal family of hash-functions used and the properties of the 
error operators as described earlier. This proof is discussed in detail in Appendix B of [2]. 

The proof is verified and here we will discuss some comments on this proof. The second sum sign 
of Equation (23) in (2] should sum over k,l E {0,1}n instead of k,l E {O,l}m. This is also the 
case for Equation (25) in (2]. Changing this gives no further alternations. 

Another observation is that the result of Equation (36) from [2] is not equal to zero, but should 
be equal to lcal2: 

lcol2 + T2n-m L lc;l2 22m ((2n- 1)- (2n- 1)) = lcol2 
ifO 

So we need to rewrite Equation (37) from (2]. Keep in mind that n is positive and sufficiently 

large and lcol 2 is a probability. 

ifO 

2lcol2 + ( Tn-m ( 1 -lco12) 22m) (2 + Tm) 

2 (1cal2 + ( Tn-m ( 1 - lcal2) 22m)) + 2-n-m ·2m (1 - lcal2) 

lcol 2 + ( Tn+m ( 1- lco12)) + 2-n-l ( 1- lcal2) 

< lcal2 + Tn+m+2 ( 1 -lcol2) 

~ lcal2 + 2-n+m+2 

This result is the same as in [2]. 

Now we like to know how much the normalized state conditioned on the event that Bob accepts the 
authentication (,O~~J and the ideal state shared by Alice and Bob (I w) ('II I) differ. We want this 
states to correlate as much possible, to ensure that authentication fails when Eve is preforming a 
non-trivial attack. To determine this correlation we use the Fidelity as introduced in the previous 
section. 

The Fidelity (F) is symmetric in its inputs and 0 ~ F(p, a) ~ 1, with F(p, a) = 0 if p and a have 

orthogonal support and F(p, a)= 1 if p =a. So we like F (,a~~c' lw)(wl) close to one (for all keys 

(b,u)). Theorern4 gives a lower bound for the average fidelity of p~~c tot the ideal state lw)(wl. 
In Appendix B from [2] the proof of Theorem 4 is written in detail. To obtain this result some 
assumptions are made. The first assumption is that 0 < 'Y < 1 holds for a given eavesdrop 
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strategy of Eve which has the property: PAce ~ 2-(1-"Y)(n-m-2)+ 1. The second assumption 7 is 
that 0 < lcol2 < 1. 

Theorem 4 is derived by first determining a lower bound of the fidelity (see the following discussion 
on Equation (39) below). In [2] they divide the sum of the average Fidelity in two groups: 

1. keys (b, u) for which the probability8 p~" > t and 

2. keys (b, u) for which the probability p~" S t 

2 -(2-~)(n-m-2)/2 The the second group of keys and t = 1 lcol 2 is used to get Theorem 4. This group is 
chosen because the probability of accepting a non-trivial error will be small in most bases. 

We will discuss (39) and (45) of [2]. The authors of [2] note that (39) [2] is the result of applying the 

concavity property of the fidelity after discarding p- = Ace E Ace and p •" - tr II •" p ·" ( 
rr•·" p"·" rr•·" ) b ( b b ) 

' tr(II~~cP~u) E - Ace E · 

Here we will give a more detailed version. 

F ~~~~ llll)(llll + - b,u E p, llll)(IJII ( 
2 (1 leo 12) pb,u ) 

PAce PAce 

(cone) 1 12 ( 1 - lcol
2

) p~u 
> ~~u F (llll)(llll, llll)(IJII) + b,u F (p, llll)(llll) 

PAce PAce 

> ~~0~
2 

F(llll)(llll, llll)(IJII) 
PAce 

lcol
2 

---r,u-
PAec 

(cone) Apply F('L,;p;p;,a) ~ 'L,;p;F(p;,a), where a and pare density operators. For more 
information see [13] page 415. 

(44) and (45) in [2] can also be written as: 

Tn-m 2: 2: F (iJ~~c, IIJI)(IJII) ~ 
bE{O,l}n uE{O,l}m 

(
1 PAce- lcol

2 
) lcol

2 

- 2-(2-")')(n-m-2)/2 leo 12 + 2 -(2-")')(n-m-2)/2 

( 

2-(n-m-2) ) 
1 - 2-(2-")')(n-m-2)/2 ( 

2-(1-")')(n-m-2) ) 

2-(1-")')(n-m-2) + 2-(2-"Y)(n-m-2)/2 

( 

2-(n-m-2) ) 
1 - 2- (2 -")' )( n-m-2) /2 _1_+_2 --"Y_.,(,....n---m--""'2.,--) /;-:::2 

1 _ 2-")'(n-m-2)/2 

1 + 2-")'(n-m-2)/2 

Here the assumption PAce~ 2-(1-"Y)(n-m- 2)+ 1 is used and together with Lemma 4 we get lcol2 > 
2-(1-")')(n-m- 2) and PAce -lcol 2 S 2-(n-m-2). 

7If lcol 2 = 1, Eve does not interfere with the shared state 1>¥)(1¥1 and the average fidelity is 

Lb,u 2-m-np (.O~~c' I>V)(wl) = 1. When lcol 2 = 0, Lemma 4 implies that PAce :::; 2-(n-m- 2 ), which only 

can be possible if")' :::; 0, which contradicts ")' > 0. 
8p~" is the probability that Bob accepts the changed state given that Alice and Bob share key (b, u). 
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The proof of Theorem 4 is completed by setting "'( = ! in 

Tn-m L L F(p~~c'lll!)(wl)~1-2-ry(n~m-2)+1 (6.12) 

bE{O,l}n uE{0,1}m 

This equation holds when PAce ~ 2-(1-"Y)(n-m- 2)+1 for 0 < "'( < 1. 

From the discussion above we know that we want the average fidelity of p~~c to lll!)(ll!l at a 

negligible distance to one. This means that 2 ry(n;m-
2
) +1 should be as small as possible, which is 

achieved by making the size of the authentication tag as large as possible (l(m) = n- m). Note 
that this large sized authentication tag9 agrees with our security intuition. 

6.2.3 Proof of Theorem 3 (Appendix C of [2]) 

The fidelity and the trace-distance are closely related [13] page 409. This makes it possible to 
rewrite Theorem 4 to Theorem 5, which uses the (trace-)distance to uniform. In Appendix C of 
[2] a proof of Theorem 5 based on Section 3 in [35] is given. We compared both references and 
give a more detailed explanation of Appendix C in [2]. 

Theorem 5 ( = result proof Theorem 3 of Appendix C [2]) 
-(n-m-2) 

For all adversary strategies for which PAce ~ 2 2 +1 holds, 

(6.13) 

provided that n is sufficiently large. 

Theorem 4 can be re-written as: 

L L Tn-m ( 1- F (P~~c' 11ll)(ll11)) ~ 2 -(n-;n-2) +1 (6.14) 

bE{O,l}n uE{0,1}m 

Let p~;1 be a state held by Alice, Bob and Eve and let 11/lib,u)) be a purification10 of state p~;1. 

(6.15) 

where IE is the system of Eve, IK. is the system of the key and § is the system of the environment. 

(6.16) 

where A and lB are the systems of Alice resp. Bob. 11/lib,u)) is also a purification of p~~c 11
. 

Uhlmann's theorem (see Appendix B.4) states that there is a purification 11/l~b,u)) of lll!)(ll!l, such 
that 

Now we measure the system of Alice and Bob en trace out the environment of 11/lib,u)) this results 
in: 

l(b, u))((b, u)l@ Pok((b, u), x). 

9 As discussed before if the authentication tag is produced by a hash-function E 1-lW,,IJ. then the EPR-Variant is 
proven secure. 

10 Purification is a mathematical procedure to interrelate pure states with mixed states. Suppose we have state 
pA of a quantum system A. We can introduce a reference system R and define a pure state fAR) for the joint 
system AR such that pA = trn (fAR)(ARf) more information can be found in [13] page 110. 

11 Which is equal to fiJ!)(IJ!f when there is no eavesdropping. 
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If we do the same for [·1/J~b,u)) we get 

[(b,u))((b,n)[0[1/J)(¢[, 

where 11/J) is some pure-state. 

(•) ( ) F([(b,n))((b,u)[0Pok((b,u),x),[(b,u))((b,u)[0[1/J)(¢l) ~ F p~~c,IIP)(IP[ . 

(*)Use the monotonicity of the fidelity: F(c(p), c(u)) ~ F(p, u). 

Theorem 5 is obtained by: 
v ([{K} 0 P~r(x)J, [{U}]0 [P~nxm 

= D ( L L Tn-m[(b,u))((b,u)[0 Pok((b,u),x), J(b,u))((b,u)[0 [Pok(x)]) 
bE{0,1}" uE{0,1}m 

~ L L 2-n-mD([(b,u))((b,u)[0Pok((b,u),x), J(b,u))((b,u)J0JO)(OJ) 
bE{0,1}" uE{O,l}m 

** -(n-m-2) 1 (n m 2) 
::; 2 8 +2 ::; 2 8 +1 
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*Apply D(c(p),c(u)) ~ D(p,u) and use the fact that: p~r(x) is the random state corresponding 
to Eve's view of the EPR-WnCm given that authentication succeeds. It depends on x E {0, l}m, 
which is the plaintext. The plaintext is exactly known by Alice, so it is represented a pure density 
state (e.g. JO) (OJ). 
** Using D(p, a) 2 = 1 - F(p, a) and equation 6.14. 

Back to Theorem 3 in [1] 

[2] states that proof of Theorem 5 applies to Theorem 6. Here we will explain this in more detail. 

Theorem 6 ( = Theorem 3 [1]) 
-(n-m-2) 

For all adversary strategies for which PAce ~ 2 2 +1 holds, 

-(n-m-2) 

d(Klp~nx)0{R})::;2 8 +1 (6.17) 

provided that n is sufficiently large, 

For this we use Lemma B.l. 

Here we proof the statement made by the paper. 

d(R(K)Jp~r(x) 0 {R}) 
D ([{R(K)} 0 p~nx) 0 {R}], [{U} 0 p~n:c) 0 {R}]) 

L Pr(R)D ([{R(K)} 0 (p~nx))R], [{U} 0 (p~nx))R) 
RERok 

L Pr(R)D ([{R(K)} 0 p~nx) 1 R], [{U} 0 p~nx) 1 R]) 
RERok 

(~) """"' L....., Pr(R)D ([{K} 0 p~n:c)], [{U} 0 p~n:c)]) 
RERok 

:::: v ([{K} 0 P~nx)J, [{U} 0 P~nxm 
::; 2 -(n-8m-2) +1 
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(*)Apply Lemma B.l. 
(**) Because R is independent from K, p~r and U we can apply [{R(K)} ® p~r(x) I R] = 
[{K} ® p~nx)] and [{U} 0 p~nx) I R] = [{U} ® p~nx)]. Note that the compete key is recycled 
so; {R(K)} = {K} holds because R = In+m· 

6.3 Back to WnCm-cipher 

Theorem 4 and 5 only hold for WnCm-cipher if Eve's view stays unchanged when reducing the 
EPR-variant back to WnCm-cipher. Table 6.3 gives the changes necessary for the back transfor
mation. 

Step 4: Alice measures her EPR halves to extract a. This also can be 
done in Step 1. 

New step 1: Measuring ofhalfEPR-pairs is the same as preparing a ER {0, l}n 
before sending lv~b)). 

Step 5: Sending enc over the private authenticated classical channel is 
unnecessary if Alice and Bob share secret key z( = a) initially and 

Alice sends lv~~c) to Bob. 
Step 3: Bob can safely postpone the acknowledgement to step 6. 

Table 6.2: Steps back to WnCm-cipher 

So we now can write Theorem 5 as: 

Theorem 7 For all adversary strategies for which PAce:::: 2 -(n-2m-
2
l+l holds, 

provided that n is sufficiently large. 

(6.18) 

Note that the proof discussed in this chapter assumes that the technology used to implement this 
QKRS, such as the photon source, is perfect. More on these practical issues concerning security 
will be discussed in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 7 

Implementation • Issues 

This chapter will look at the possibilities to implement a QKRS with the current technology. 
The WnCm-cipher uses Mutually unbiased bases sets, which are not practical implementable with 
current technology for n sufficiently large. To implement a QKRS with current technology we 
need another cipher and a system which provides us a secure initial key and is able to refresh key 
material. This initial key and the refreshment of key material can be done by current QKD systems. 
Therefore we first describe the current QKD systems, followed by currently implementable QKRS 
and additional solutions for the noise issue. We finish this chapter with a view of the future of 
quantum cryptography. 

7.1 Current QKD systems 

There are different ways to implement a QKD system. Currently the implementations mainly 
differ on three points; the protocol used, the type of quantum communication channel and the 
type of qubit sources. In this section we discuss these three points briefly, starting with the 
protocols. Currently there are three types of protocols used; BB84, B92 and the EPR protocol. 
A description of these protocols can be found in [13] from page 586. We will describe one of the 
protocols to give the reader an idea how the QKD system can be extended to a QKRS. 

BB84 was introduced by Bennett and Brassard in 1984. Calculations with regard to the projective 
measurements in this protocol can be found in Example 2 in Chapter 2. In BB84 Alice and Bob 
agree on a shared random uniformly distributed binary string which they can use as a secure 
key. This key is mostly used for classical one-time pad encryption. To obtain this key Alice first 
generates a random uniformly distributed binary string of size 2n. To transform the bits to qubits 
Alice can choose between two bases; the rectilinear RL( +) or the diagonal DC( x), see Figure (7.1). 
Alice polarizes a photon for each bit in a random basis so that Eve has no information about which 
basis Alice used. Alice sends the polarized photons to Bob. Bob does not know which basis Alice 
used so he will randomly select either RL or DC. He stores all measurement results, and consults 
Alice over an authenticated public channel which basis she used. Alice and Bob both discard all 
bits measured in non corresponding bases, this is called the sifting process. On average this results 
in a bit string k of size n. Alice and Bob assume that Eve has all information communicated over 
the authenticated public channel. To make this information worthless Alice and Bob use privacy 
amplification to obtain a secure key of size n- s, where s is a security parameter. The steps of 
the BB84 protocol are visualized in Figure (7.2). 

Errors due to detector and channel noise, background photons and polarization imperfections can 
be corrected with classical error correction algorithms. The current limit for correcting errors 
without given Eve an advantage is an error probability of 0.08. This error probability can be 
estimated by randomly selecting bits from the bit string k and compare these with the bits Bob 
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~ s DG RL 

1 1-) ll) 

0 I+) IO) 

Figure 7.1: Polarization scheme for BB84. 

ALICE 

1. Random uniformly distributed 

binary string kA of size 4n 

2. Select basis with 

bit 1 ... 2n of kA. 
3. Prepare photons: 

e.g.J+)JO)Jl) ... 

4. Send all 2n photons 

6. Sifting process: 

if basis Alice = basis Bob 

keep bit 

else discard bit 

Result: k of size n 

7. Privacy amplification: 

final secure key of size n - s 

e.g. J+)JO)Jl) ... 

Quantum Channel 

Auth. Classical Channel 

BOB 

1. Random uniformly 

distributed binary string t 

of size 2n 

5. Measure with basis 

selected with t 
Result: binary string k' 

of size 2n 

6. Sifting process: 

if basis Alice = basis Bob 

keep bit 

else discard bit 

Result: k' = k of size n 

7. Privacy amplification: 

final secure key of size n - s 

Figure 7.2: Steps of the ideal BB84 QKD scheme. 

has. If more than 8% of these check bits are in error the bits string is discarded and Alice and 
Bob try again. The protocol starts the classical error correction algorithm if a lower percentage 
is determined. Since classical error correction algorithms use communication to correct the errors 
the size ofthe final secure key will be less than n-s, for more information see Rugers[37]. This last 
step is the reconciliation step and is not illustrated in Figure (7.2) since this represents the noise 
and Eve free situation. This reconciliation step can be placed before the Privacy amplification 
step and after the sifting process. The final amount of bits will then be n - ,. - s, where r is the 
number of bits communicated over the public authenticated channel in the reconciliation step. 

Currently there are experimental setups for QKD systems which use optical fiber e.g. Stucki[26] or 
Free Space Optics (FSO) e.g. Rarity[38] as Quantum channel. One of the challenges for the first 
type is to obtain lowest losses in the optical fiber. This means that the wavelength of the photons 

,. 
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are restricted to either the 1310nm telecommunication band or the 1550nm band. This however 
gives difficulties with high-efficiency-low-noise-single photon detection [39].If the free-space is used 
as a communication medium for the qubits other challenges appear. In [39] they give maintaining 
the quantum channel and synchronization as example challenges. 

Qubits can be generated with single photon sources, weak laser pulses, entangled pair and contin
uous variable [39]. "A Quantum Information Science and Technology Roadmap" [39] summarizes 
all types of QKD systems both theoretically as experimentally and it gives the achieved results. 

Table 7.1 gives the status in 20041 of possible qubit implementation or quantum light sources. 
From this Table we can see that security systems which will maintain secure for a long period 

I Qubit implementation I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 
Weak laser pulses 
Single-photon source 
Entangled pairs 
Continuous variables 

Legend: 

1. Relative theoretical security status. 

2. Relative transmission distance potential 

3. Relative speed potential 

4. Relative maturity 

5. Relative availability 

L Low 

M Medium 

H High 

M 
H 
H 
L 

H H M M 
H M L M 
H M M M 
L H L L 

Table 7.1: [39] Status 2004 of QKD implementations. 

of time need to be contain either a single photon source or entangled pairs. The relative speed 
potential is less for these sources compared with implementations using weak laser pulses. This 
gives a tradeoff between speed and security. 

To implement an entire practical QKD system we need more than an algorithm, a quantum channel 
and a qubit implementation we also require components like (single)photon detectors, quantum 
repeaters and "quantum friendly" network components [39]. Quantum repeaters and "quantum 
friendly" network components are necessarily, since classical repeaters and some other netwerk 
components destroy the quantum information. The repeaters will increase the possible distance 
between Alice and Bob. Currently commercial available QKD systems2 have quantum channels 
up to 100km3 on fiber. The compagnies promote their QKD systems as hybride systems which can 
be added to the modules for secure communication. In [40] they state that current QKD systems 
operate at data rates up to a few megabits per second depending on the distance between Alice 
and Bob. They also address that the next generation of single photon sources will improve the 
performance of the QKD system, but the current QKD systems are ready for deployment. 

For now the target market for compagnies producing Quantum Cryptography devices are the mil
itary or governmental institutions and cooperations which relay on extreme information security, 
such as compagnies dealing patents or corporate banks e.g. [41],[40]. Future compagnies will 

1 In the road map they state that these status will be updated in revisions of [39]. Unfortunately we could not 
find these revisions. 

2 Current compagnies: id Quantique http://idquantique.com/, MagiQ Technologies http://magiqtech.com/ and 
SmartQuantum http:/ /www.smartquantum. com/ 

3 id Quantique: 80km of quantum channel with a single mode dark fiber. 
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focus on the consumer market to improve internet banking and payment systems e.g. to reduce 
problems with skimming attacks on ATMs[37]. 

7.2 An lmplementable QKRS 

All QKRS's start with an initial key, this key should be randomly picked, uniformly distributed 
and of course be unknown by Eve. This key can be generated by a QKD scheme such as described 
in the previous section. If authentication fails the QKD system can also supply additional key 
bits to replace the discarded key bits. The key transfer between the QKD system and the QKRS 
should be done over a private channel to ensure the security of the message and the total system. 
The QKD system and QKRS both communicate over the authenticated classical channel and each 
scheme uses there own quantum channel e.g. optical fiber. This is done to get minimum delay 
and crosstalk between the quantum messages. In Figure (7.3) the total system, between Alice and 
Bob is given. Note that this Figure represents the ideal situation without noise. 

QKD 
quantum channel 

QKD 

t r------1 
f auth. 

1 
classical channel 1 L ______ J 

mess age x mess 
--=-- QKRS QKRS -quantum channel 

age x' 

ALICE BOB 

Figure 7.3: Total system of QKD and QKRS. 

As we said in the introduction we have to find an alternative for the WnCm -cipher. We have two 
candidates; the Hm-cipher4 introduced in Damgard[27] and Pedersen[11] and a new QKRS, which 
we call newQKRS. We first build an QKRS with the Hm-cipher and discuss it security and next 
we discuss the newQKRS. Both QKRS operate in an environment as described in Figure (7.3). 

7.2.1 The Hm-Cipher, Eve detection system and Key-Recycle mecha
nism 

The Hm-cipher only uses two mutually unbiased basis, has a key of size m + 1 and transforms a 
classical m bit message into a m qubit quantum state. The Hm-cipher is given in Table 7.2. 

The Hadamard operation can be implemented by first reading bit b and then preparing the qubits 
according to this result. This roughly means that Step 2 and Step 3 interchange in Table 7.2. 
In [27] they state that the Hm-cipher has the key-hiding property and they prove that Eve will 
obtain T + 1 bits of Shannon information in a known-plaintext-attack. Note that the Shannon 
entropy gives an average as discussed in Appendix C. We will see at the end of this section that 
in the worse-case scenario Eve is able to obtain the entire key in a known-plaintext attack. 

For the same reasons as described in Section 3.2.2 we use the Wegman-Carter one-time authen
tication tag as the Eve detection method. This authentication tag is appended to the classical 
message and this set is encrypted with the one-time pad. Since the one-time pad requires a key 

4 Pederson says in his thesis [11] that there might be a way to use the Hm-cipher in a QKRS. 

• 

• 
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Initially: Alice and Bob share a private key (z,b) ER {0, l}m+l, where rn 
is the size of the message. 

Step 1: Alice creates a classical one-time pad a = .T EEl z, where x is the 
message. 

Step 2: Each bit of this classical one-time pad is transformed to a qubit 
with the RL-basis. 

Step 3: Then Alice checks bit b of the key. If b = 0 nothing is changed 
and if b = 1 we change to the diagonal basis by applying the 
Hadamard operation to each individual qubit. 

Step 4: Bob decodes the received Hm-cipher with key (z,b). First he 
preforms a Hadamard operation on each qubit if b = 1 else he 
directly measures the qubits in the RL-basis. He gets the one
time pad and decrypts this classical with key z. 

Table 7.2: Hm-cipher as proposed in [27] and [11]. 
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which is at least the size of the plaintext we need a key of size rn + l(rn), where l(rn) is the size of 
the authentication tag. 

To make the QKRS complete we only need a key-recycle mechanism. We differentiate between the 
situation that authentication succeeds and when it fails. If authentication succeeds we are sure 
that Eve was not eavesdropping and if authentication fails we kan use the Theorem of the upper 
bound on key recycling. This means that we have to throw away at least rn bits of the key, which 
equals the size of the message. As discussed in Section 5.6 we throw away the entire key used in 
the one-time pad. Because we send the authentication result over a public channel Eve will know 
which authentication function is used. The resulting QKRS, the HnCm-cipher, can be found in 
Table 7.3. 

Initially: Alice and Bob share a private key (z, b, u) ER {0, l}n+l+m, where 
n = rn + l(m) 

Step 1: Alice creates the plaintext p = (x, hu(x)), where hu E H!,l(m)" 
She encrypts this plaintext with key (z,b) according to the Hm
cipher. 

Step 2: Bob decodes the received Hm-cipher with key (z,b) and gets p' = 
(x', t'). He verifies the authentication tag t' = hu(x'). Bob sends 
the result of the test to Alice through a classical authenticated 
channel. 

Key-Recycling: If Bob accepts then Alice and Bob recycle key (z, u). If Bob rejects 
then Alice and Bob throw away the entire key. 

Table 7.3: HnCm-cipher . 

Security 

Due to time the security of the HnCm-cipher is not mathematically investigated. Here will discuss 
Eve's best options w.r.t. possible attacks. The qubits are all polarized with either the rectilinear 
basis or the diagonal basis, which gives Eve an 0.5 probability of choosing the correct basis. 
With the correct basis Eve obtains information without being detected by Alice and Bob. Image 
that Eve chooses the correct basis, then Bob does not detect Eve and let Alice know that the 
authentication succeed. Eve does not know the message but obtains the one-time pad encryption 
and knows key part b. In the next round Alice and Bob reuse the key part z for the one-time 
pad encryption and use a new b, so that Eve, in this situation, does not directly knows which 
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Figure 7.4: Polarization scheme of QKRS. 

basis is used. Now Eve has still an 0.5 probability of guessing the correct measurement basis and 
obtaining the one-time pad encryption without Bob knowing. If this situation continuous to be 
positive for Eve she can ultimately break the one-time pad encryption, because key z is reused 
again and again5 . If we consider a known-plaintext attack then it is even easier for Eve to obtain 
the other messages, if she chooses the bases correctly. 

Following this reasoning indicates that perfect security is not possible, even considering the techno
logical limitations Eve's has to consider (today). This scheme can be compared with the situation 
where the key for the one-time pad encryption is reused. The difference is that we make it - a 
little bit - harder for Eve to obtain the correct ciphertext, by using one of the non-orthogonal 
polarization options6 . 

7.2.2 NewQKRS = (BnCm-cipher) 

Here we describe a QKRS which can be implemented with current technology and provides more 
security than the HnCm-cipher. The QKRS discussed here is derived from the WnCm-cipher, 
but uses no MUBS as a building block for the quantum states. As discussed before these MUBS 
are currently not practical realizable for more than a 5 qubit state which is insufficient since the 
WnCm-cipher requires a sufficiently large (number of qubit) state to ensure security. Instead of 
the MUBS this scheme uses a polarization scheme as used in the BB82 protocol. The polarization 
scheme used in the QKRS is depicted in in Figure 7.4, where c represents the resulting bits of the 
ciphertext and b is part of the uniformly distributed classical key (z, b, u) ER {0, 1 }2n+m, where 
n = m + l(m), with m the size of the message and l(m) the size of the authentication tag. The 
complete QKRS is given in Table 7.4. Example 8 gives an example of how this scheme works for 
a plaintext of 4 bits. 

Example 8 Lets assume that p = 1011, z 
polarization scheme. First we determine 

1010, b 

c = pffi z = 0001. 

1100 and that we use Figure 7.4 as 

From the polarization scheme we see that we use the rectilinear basis if b = 1 and the diagonal basis 
if b = 0. Each basis has two possible states IO) and 11) for the rectilinear basis and I+) and 1-) 
for the diagonal basis. This means that the first bit of c denoted as c(1) gives a qubit q(1) = IO). 
If we follow this procedure for all bit in c then we get: 

q(1)q(2)q(3)q(4) = IO)IO)I+)I-) 

If we compare the BnCm-cipher with the QKRS proposed by Bennett, Brassard and Breidbart 
(BBB82) see [11] then we see one difference; the way to detect Eve. In the BnCm-cipher we use 

5 This can be proved classically. 
6 Information on the indistinguishability of non-orthogonal states can be found in Section 2.6 
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7.2. AN IMPLEMENTABLE QKRS 

Initially: Alice and Bob share a private key (z,b,u) ER {0, 1} 2n+m, where 
n = m + l(m). 

Step 1: Alice creates the plaintext p = (x, hu(x)), where the message :c E 
{0, l}m, the authentication tag t = hu(:c), t E {0, l}t(m) and the 
hash-function huE H!,t(m)' 

Step 2: She encrypts this text with key (z, b). First she creates an one
time pad c = p El:l z and then she uses key b to determine for each 
bit in c the polarization of a photon according to Figure (7.4). 

Step 3: Bob receives the qubits sent by Alice and converts these qubits 
into bits with key b to get c1 and next Bob uses key z and gets 
p' = (x',t'). He verifies the authentication tag t' = hu(x'). Bob 
sends the result of the test to Alice through a classical authentic 
channel. 

Key-Recycling: If Bob accepts then Alice and Bob recycle the key (b, z, u). If Bob 
rejects then Alice and Bob recycle (b, u). 

Table 7.4: QKRS implementable with current technology. 
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a secret key to select a hash-function from a family of XOR-universal hash-functions to produce 
a Wegman-Carter one-time authentication tag. Whereas in the BBB82 scheme a classical error
correcting code, known by Eve, is used [11] p. 85. Instead of the plaintext the BBB82 scheme 
transfers a codeword, which represents the message, to a quantum ciphertext. Eve needs at least 
t bits from the codeword to obtain information about the used key. Bob decrypts his received 
ciphertext and verifies the error-correcting codeword. He will detect if Eve obtained t bits of the 
codeword, because she will introduce errors with a high probability while obtaining this amount of 
information. Eve is only allowed to measure each qubit individually in the BBB82 scheme. If Eve 
measures more qubits at the same time then she can use the knowledge about the error-correcting 
code to obtain information about the key without disturbing the state. 

Security 

Due to time there is no proper mathematical proof of the security of the newQKRS. Here we 
discuss the security aspects of the scheme, by comparing newQKRS with the HnCm-cipher and 
the WnCm-cipher. The difference between the schemes is the way to transform the bits to qubits. 
In newQKRS an uniformly distributed key b ER {0, 1}" is used to choose between the rectilinear 
basis and the diagonal basis. This makes sure that Eve does not know which basis is used for 
preparing each qubit. In the HnCm-cipher Eve has a 0.5 probability of obtaining the entire 
ciphertext independently of the size of the ciphertext. In newQKRS Eve has a 0.5 probability 
of choosing the correct basis for one qubit. If the size of the entire ciphertext is n then Eve will 
choose the correct measuring basis for every qubit of the ciphertext with a probability of 0.5"'. If 
Alice and Bob send a large message then n is large and the probability that Eve will obtain the 
entire ciphertext from newQKRS is small. If Eve obtains the entire ciphertext then the message is 
still secure by its one-time pad encryption. In the WnCm-cipher the probability that Eve chooses 
the correct measuring basis is 0.5n. In this situation newQKRS seems equal secure, but Eve can 
obtain partial information from newQKRS, while the WnCm-cipher only reveals information if 
Eve chooses the correct measuring basis. 

As discussed before we like to make a QKRS which can be implemented with current technology. 
This technology puts constraints on implementation possibilities like that is currently not possible 
to use MUBSs n > 5. But this technology will also put constraints on Eve's attack possibilities. 
For example the difficulty of preserving a coherent state or Eve's limited storage capacity. This last 
constraint can be used to prove information-theoretically security of a cipher with the bounded
storage model [42] or [43]. This has to be examined for QKRSs. Another issue regarding security 
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is that the cipher should satisfy Definition 3, so that the cipher hides the key and the message. 
As discussed in Chapter 3 we also should prove that the recycle mechanism is secure. 

Note that Eve will only know if she used the correct measurement basis if she obtains the authen
tication result 'success'. If we encrypt the one bit used for authentication feedback then it will be 
harder for Eve to determine if she used the correct measurement basis and by this if she obtained 
correct information about the one-time pad encrypted message. Due to time we did not further 
investigate this. 

7.2.3 Other issues concerning practical QKRS 

Here we will address some practical issues considering efficiency and security of QKRS. We start 
with efficiency. Implementing a QKRS module in a communication system which already uses 
QKD gives more overhead. For example the system has to convert the classical one-time pad 
into a quantum state, this gives additional time delay, complexity and noise. The authentication 
feedback over the classical channel also gives an additional time delay. As compensation the QKRS 
can reduce the amount of secure key bits needed and by this relieve the QKD system. 

In many current classical systems the key is refreshed not more than once a day, considering 
today's enormous information flow this is not secure. QKD systems solve this problem, since they 
are able to generate new secure key bits in a faster way. This gives the possibility to refresh the 
one-time pad for each message as it should to maintain perfect security. Now the next question 
arises: what is the influence of a QKRS module on this security issue? Remember, the key is only 
recycled completely if no Eve is detected on the quantum channel. But we cannot detect Eve -
in a quantum manner- on the classical computer where the results of the QKD systems and the 
QKRS are stored. This means that if QKRS is used and Eve eavesdrops on the classical computer 
or another storage device then it is possible that she can use the information about the secure key 
for a longer time than in the situation where it is refreshed every time. The possibility for Eve to 
eavesdrop on storages devices is not included in the security proofs. 

However if the security of the classical computer and all other classical devices used in the total 
secure data system can be guaranteed, then we can use the QKRS7 as an additional feature, 
without compromising security. If the security of the classical elements cannot be guaranteed then 
a higher security level is reached by refreshing the keys as frequently as possible. 

7.3 Noise issue 

Throughout this report we assumed that there was no noise on the classical channel and no noise 
on the quantum channel. This chapter discusses a practical implementations, therefore we should 
consider the problems noise introduces when we want to implement this system. Since the ways 
to tackle classical noise issues are more commonly known we only discuss the effects of noise on 
the quantum channel and how we can solve possible problems. 

Consider a single qubit traveling over a noisy quantum channel. There can happen four things to 
that qubit due to noise: nothing(/), a bit flip(X), a phase flip (Z) and a bit flip and a phase flip 
(Y). The I, X, Z and Y correspond to the Pauli operators given below. Section 2.2 gives the 
properties of these operators. 

/=(~ ~) ( 
0 -i ) 

y = i 0 

The errors or operators act differently on each qubit. To illustrate this we give an example. 

7With as demand that we use a QKRS which is proved (universal) secure as the QKD system. For a security 
analyses of QKD we refer to [3], [35] 
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Example 9 Imagine that you have made a qubit in the RL-basis this gives[¢)= a[l) + ,8[0). We 
look at the effect Pauli operators X has on the qubit. 

X[¢) = ( ~ ~ ) ( ~ ) = ( ! ) 
We see that it gives a bit flip if the qubit is prepered in the RL-basis. Now we consider a phase 
flip; we apply Z to [¢). 

We see that a phase error does not affiict the [0) state, since a= 1 and .B = 0 in 1¢) =all)+ !310). 
The [1) state however is afflicted by the phase error. 

This behavior can be explained by the fact that quantum states live in a continuous space, which 
makes it possible that some errors corrupt a state just a little while other errors completely destroy 
the quantum information [13]. 

In the classical domain redundancy is added to correct errors - up to a certain amount. In the 
quantum domain this is also possible, but we have to consider the special quantum properties; 
such as the fact that measuring a quantum state will destroy the quantum information and that 
we cannot perfectly clone a quantum state, which means that a quantum repetition code does not 
belong to the options. 

In Chapter 6 we discussed the Fidelity as a measure to compare two quantum states. Quantum 
error correction has the objective to increase the Fidelity to near the maximum of one [13]. For 
this we use the Fidelity between a pure state [¢),which is our state of interest and a mixed state 
a resp [¢)', for meaning of the symbols see Figure (7.5) and (7.6). In [13] page 429 they state that 
if the error probability p < ! then, 

F([¢),a) < F([¢), [¢)') 

Which means that the Fidelity is larger between the state of interest [ ¢) and I¢) 1 , so error correction 
codes increase the Fidelity between states. 

[¢) 

Noisy Quantum Channel 

Figure 7.5: Situation: noise on a quantum channel. 

apply 
code Noisy Quantum Channel error 

correction 

1¢)' 

Figure 7.6: Situation: error correction to cancel out noise from the quantum channel. 

Quantum error correction codes have, like classical error correction codes, three basis steps [13] 8 . 

The first step is to encode the quantum state with an unitary operation. The resulting error 
correction code is defined as a subspace C of the larger Hilbert space. Then we send the codeword 
over the noisy quantum channel and preform a syndrome measurement to determine the location 

8 See Chapter 10 of this book. 
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of the error. This syndrome measurement does not destroy the quantum state and determines the 
position of the error. The last step is to correct the error. 

The different error syndromes correspond to subspace of the total Hilbert space. These spaces 
should be orthogonal and undeformed [13] page 435. The orthogonality demand is needed to make 
reliable distinguishes by the syndrome measurements, see Appendix 2.6 and the undeformedness 
of the subspaces is necessary to remove the errors correctly. 

Since we want to implement a quantum error correction code with the current technology we can 
not use error correction algorithms which use quantum computation or need quantum storages. 
In [13] page 593 they state that Calderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS) codes will meet this requirements. 
CSS codes decouple the phase errors from the bit errors Shor[18]. For more information on CSS 
we refer to page 450-453 of [13]. 

Like classical error correction codes quantum error correction codes increase the size of the message 
sent over the quantum channel. Does this mean that the number of key bits used for the one-time
pad should be increased to maintain privacy? In [1] they state that a quantum error correction 
code is secret sharing for which they refer to [44]. In [44] however is stated that not all quantum 
error correction algorithms are secret sharing. The not-secret-sharing quantum error correction 
algorithms have sets of shares from which partial information about the secret can be derived. 
Due to time I did not find references which state that CSS are not secret sharing. So for now we 
will assume that CSS are secret sharing. This means that without compromising the security the 
error correction codes can be used before Alice sends her qubits to Bob, without needing a larger 
key. This results in Figure (7.7), where encryption is the transformation from bits to qubits and 
decryption is the transformation from qubits to bits. 

X 
Cipher 

encryption 

I r/>) 
apply 
code 

error 
correction 

lr/>) 
Cipher 

decryption 

x' 

Figure 7.7: System of encryption/decryption and quantum error correction, where xis the message 
in bits. 

7.4 Future of Quantum Cryptography 

There are several ideas about what the future of cryptography will be bring e.g. [39]. One thing 
is sure: chip and computer engineers will continue to improve the performance of computers and 
chips with as guideline Moore's 'law'. And cryptanalysts will continue to search ways to break 
cryptography protocols. If they succeed they will break the computational secure ciphers first and 
eventually they might even make the one-time pad cipher insecure9 , due to the increased amount 
of computational power. But there are also the cryptographers which continue to try to keep 
secrets hidden. Many people believe that QKD systems give cryptographers an advantage above 
cryptanalysts. 

Current QKD systems are secure assuming the current theoretical security. In practice however it 
is always possible to find a weak link in security system, which Eve can use to obtain information. 
Will the quantum computer help make perfectly secure systems? As with all technologies there 
are proponents and opponents. My view on this subject is that there always be a competition 
between the cryptographers and the cryptanalysts, because the desire to keep secrets hidden 
and the curiosity to unravel secrets is in humans nature. It will take decades and scientists from 

9 By trying all possible keys. 
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different disciplines to produce systems which actual meet the theoretic security. But this theoretic 
view will be further investigated and changed to new standards. 

Many investments are currently made in quantum cryptography research one of the reasons for 
this is the losses compagnies deal with due to computer breaches. In 2003 the CSI/FBi Computer 
Crime and Security Survey reports that 75% of responders lost money due to computer breaches 
e.g. [40]. The European Union announced an investment of $13 million in the research and 
development of secure communication systems based on quantum cryptography (SECOQCO) [45]. 
As stated before the markt segment is currently small, but R&D compagnies and Universities 
build prototypes for consumer products based on quantum cryptography [37]. The market for 
quantum cryptography used for e.g. email or other daily information transfer will start to florish 
when current computational secure cryptographic protocols stop providing the security the mass 
demands but this will take some more decades. 

The future of Quantum Cryptography will depend like all technology on how the market develops 
and on the results scientists achieve. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion and future work. 

Compare with "Conclusion and Remarks" in graduation paper [46]. In this report we verified the 
proofs of [1], which are the proof of the upper bound on key-recycling and the security proof of 
the WnCm-cipher. 

In Chapter 3 we proposed three building blocks which are used in all QKRS and we discussed the 
WnCm-cipher; the QKRS introduced and proved in [1]. We also elucidated the proof of Lemma 1 
and explained how the results in Appendix C of [2] and Lemma 1 are related to the main result 
in [1]. For the proof of the upper bound on key-recycling we gave a (visualized) structure of the 
proof and more details on the steps of the proof than given in the paper [2]. 

This also holds for the proof of the EPR-variant in Chapter 6 where we corrected some writing 
errors found in the paper. These corrections did not change the results of the proof. We gave the 
steps needed to link the result given in Appendix B [2] to Theorem 3 of [1] and we also explained 
the type of proof used and explained the connection to a proof used for QKD systems. 

In our search to tighten the upper bound on key-recycling we explored the following options; we 
analyzed #R- 1(k) to tighten Lemma 2 (Section 5.5) and looked at the possibility to tighten the 
bound for the type of QKRS which uses a classical authentication tag (Section 5.6). 

An idea worth considering is to use the conditional smooth min-entropy to obtain an upper bound 
on key-recycling. In [30] Renner uses the conditional smooth min-entropy to determine an upper 
bound for the size of a secure key generated by a QKD protocol. We suggest that this conditional 
smooth min-entropy could be used to determine an upper bound for the size of recycled keys, 
because the privacy amplification step in QKD protocols is similar to the recycle step in QKRSs. 
For more information about the similarities and dissimilarities between QKD systems and QKRSs 
we refer to Appendix C. 

In Chapter 7 we discussed ways to implement QKRS on current QKD systems. For this we 
proposed two different QKRS; HnCm-cipher, which is based on the Hm-cipher introduced in [27] 
and newQKRS which was proposed by the author. We compared newQKRS with BBB84, the 
QKRS introduced in the unpublished manuscript by Bennett, Brassard and Breidbart, the HnCm
cipher and the WnCm-cipher, which is not implementable considering the current technology level 
and we gave suggestions for the security proof of the newQKRS. We also suggested that it would 
be interesting to investigate what effect encrypting the authentication feedback bit has on the 
security of the newQKRS. 

The HnCm-cipher and newQKRS can be used for practical experiments in combination with 
currently available QKD systems, see e.g. [40], in a setting as proposed in Figure 7.3. During 
these experiments noise on the quantum channel could affect the quantum ciphertext. In Chapter 
7 we made a suggestion regarding the correction of the errors introduced by noise on the quantum 
channel. 
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Appendix A 

Formula used in proofs. 

• Trace-norm distance between two quantum states p and u: 

1 
D(p, u) = 2tr(IP- ul) (A.1) 

• To an observer ignorant of the randomness w E fl, density operator described by pis given by: 

[p] = L P(w)p(w) 
wE!1 

p: random state which is a function from n to S(H). 
S(H): set of density operators on Hilbert space H. 

• For any event [ the density operator described by p conditioned on [ is given by: 

1 
[piE]= P(t:) L P(w)p(w) 

wE£ 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

• Let p®{X} be a random state with a classical part {X}. The corresponding density operator 
is given by: 

[p ®{X}]= L P(:I:)[piX = :r] ® lx)(:rl 
xEX 

X: the range of the random variable X. 
{X}: random state {X}= IX)(XI. 
[{X}]: the density state corresponding to X. 
[{X}]= ExEX P(x)lx)(xl. 

• The distance to uniform of X given p is defined by: 

d(XIp) = D([{X} ® p], [{U}] ® [p]) 

U: a random variable uniformly distributed over X. 
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• The equal mixture of a plaintext x E {0, l}m encrypted under all possible keys with uniform 
probability: 

Px = L TnEklx)(xl ® IO)(OIEk 
kE{O,l}n 

(A.6) 

• The total mixture of ciphertexts associated with an €-private (n,m)-quantum cipher with 
encryption operators { Ek} kE {o,l}n is: 

(A.7) 
kE{O,l}n xE{O,l}m 

• Any t-private (n,m)-quantum cipher satisfies for all x E {0, l}m: 

D(~, Px) < E (A.8) 

• The density operator Pno(k, x, R) = [Pno(x)IR(K) = k] corresponds to the adversary's view 
when the plaintext is x, the recycled key is k E {0, 1}1, and the privacy amplification function 
is R E R~{ 

• 

' .E 1 ' ·t Pno(k, X, R) = , Eklx)(xl ® IO)(OIEk 
# R- 1(k) 

k:R(k)=k 

' 1 ~ ' 
Pno(k, x) = Rn,t ~ Pno(k, X, R) ® IR) (RI 

no RER~;,t 

(A.9) 

(A.lO) 

.. 
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Appendix B 

Theorems 

This appendix will give all theorems used in the proofs. 

B.l Lemma 2 Renner[3] 

This lemma is based on the description of Lemma 2 in Renner[3]. 

Lemma 5 Let X be a random variable and let p and u be random states. Then 

D ([{X}@ p], [{X}@ u]) = L ~(x)D (Px, O'x) 
xEX 

where Px = [pI X= x] and O'x = [u I X= x]. 

The proof can be found in [3]. 

B.2 Weyl's monotonicity theorem 

This theorem is adopted from [34] page 63. 

Theorem 8 W eyl 's monotonicity theorem 
If B is positive, then AJ(A +B)~ AI(A) for all i 

For proof see [34]. 

Applied to proof in Section 5.4.1 item TJ· 

B.3 Lidskii's theorem 

Derived from equation III.13 from [34]. The theorem of Lidskii gives a relationship between 
eigenvalues of Hermitian matrices A, Band A+ B. 
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Theorem 9 Lidskii 's theorem 
Let A, B be Hermitian matrices. Then for any choice of indices 1 :S; i1 < ... < ik :'S n 

k k k 

L.A.i,(A +B) :S; L.A.i,(A) + L.A.t(B) 
j=l j=l j=l 

For proof see [34]. 

Corollary(For proof see [34].) 

Where (x1, ... , Xn) -< (Yl, ... , Yn) ---> z::::=l Xi :'S Z:::~=l Yi for all 1 :'S l :'S n. 

Applied to proof in Section 5.4.1 item 19: 

for all 1 :S; l :S; n. 

Which results in: .A.f ( ~ 2-n Mk) -< ~ 2-n .A.f (Mk)· Where L::k 2-n >.f (Mk) is a vector where 

the first 2m entrees are 2-m and the other entries zero. This means that >.f (l.::k 2-n Mk) which 
are the eigenvalues of~ in decreasing order have a maximum value of 2-m. 

B.4 Uhlmann's theorem 

Theorem 10 Ulhmann's theorem {13} 
Suppose p and a are quantum states of system Q. Introduce a second quantum a second quantum 
system R which is a copy Q. Then 

F(p,a) = max J('f/!Jtp)J, 
11/l).lcp) 

where the maximalisation is over all purifications J'l/!) of p and Jtp) of a. 

The proof can be found in [13] pag. 410-411. 
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Appendix C 

Min-entropy 

The 'uniformness' of a distribution can be measured with the min-entropy [27]. In [1] they use 
the distance to uniform as a measure to determine the uniformness. The min-entropy gives an 
alternative, this might improve de bound on key-recycling which was introduced in [1]. To exploit 
this possibility the (smooth) min-entropy and it's applications are further investigated. 

The min-entropy is directly linked to the so-called best 'guess probability' Eve has on correctly 
guessing the key. The min-entropy uses from the distribution the value which is most likely and 
gives the probability that this value is the correct one. A formal definition of the min-entropy is 
derived from [27]. 

Definition 14 Given a (classical} probability distribution {p1, ... , Pn} the min-entropy is defined 
as: 

(C.1) 

When the min-entropy is compared with the Shannon entropy we see that for a probability dis
tribution X holds: 

H(X) ~ H00 (X) 

with equality if X is uniform distributed. 

When the min-entropy of a quantum state p needs to be determined we use the quantum variant 
of the min-entropy. 

Definition 15 Given a quantum state p, with Amax as its largest eigenvalue the min-entropy is 
defined as: 

Hoo (p) = -log2 Amax (p) (C.2) 

The Shannon entropy and its quantum version: the von Neumann entropy are uncertainty mea
sures which show what happens on average. This can be compared with the outcome of several 
independent experiments. In cryptography where eavesdropper Eve preforms attacks in an unpre
dictable arbitrary way, this average isn't a proper measure. The min-entropy gives a more relevant 
outcome in situations where there is just one sample of some random attack. If many independent 
repetitions are made of (some) experiment then the min-entropy will reduce to the von Neumann 
entropy. 

Smooth Min-entropy 
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A variant of the min-entropy is the smooth min-entropy introduced by Renato Renner in [30]. 
The smooth min-entropy is a family of entropy measures, which include a parameter c:. This 
real nonnegative parameter c: is called smoothness. The smoothness is comparable with the error 
probability of an information theoretic task. Due to this relationship the smoothness is chosen as 
small as possible. 

R. Renner gives a conditional version of the smooth min-entropy, which is a measure for the 
uncertainty of a state in subsystem 'HA given the access to subsystem 'Hs. He also states that 
a conditional smooth min-entropy can give an upper bound on the maximum number of (secure) 
key bits that can be generated from a insecure bit string (X). This upper bound is derived for a 
key generated from X by a two-universal hash-function. 

In his dissertation R. Renner uses the smooth min-entropy in the privacy amplification part of 
a Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) protocol. In this part Alice and Bob have two identical 
bit strings and Eve gained some knowledge about this bit string through eavesdropping on the 
classical channel and some attack on the quantum channel. Privacy amplification is achieved with 
a hash-function which distillates identical secure keys for Alice and Bob of which Eve has negligible 
information. 

If we compare this setting with the Key-Recycle algorithm from [1] we observe some similarities 
and some dissimilarities. Remember that the Key-Recycle algorithm uses an authentication check 
to determine if Eve was listing. If authentication fails we are only allowed to reuse part of the key. 
This new key is recycled from the original key with a hash-function, which is not further specified 
in the paper1. 

Here we see the similarity with the privacy amplification part of QKD. Alice and Bob know that 
Eve was listing and gained some knowledge about their ciphertext. To get a secure recycled key 
Alice and Bob apply a hash-function to the original key. 

There are two main dissimilarities with the privacy amplification part of QKD. First Eve only 
gains information form her attacks on the quantum channel. (We ignore the one bit used for the 
authentication check.) And second Eve's attacks a ciphertext, which includes an one-time pad 
encrypted message ( + hash-tag) instead of a random bit string in QKD protocols. 

If we can find a lower bound for the conditional smooth min-entropy then we get the maximal 
number of bits for a secure recycled key. The length of the secure key is given by [30]. 

t ~ H~ (p X B I B) (C.3) 

Where t is the length of the recycled (secure) key and H~ (p x B I B) is the c:-smooth min-entropy of 
px a given 1-la. 'Ha denotes a subspace of the Hilbert space 'H or in other words a partial quantum 
system. {JXB (E P('Hx 01-ls)) is a density operator w.r.t. an orthonormal basis {I:I:)}xEX of 'Hx 
or in other words the joint state of bit string X and Eve's knowledge B. 

This option to improve the bound on key-recycling is not further exploited. 

1 For the near-optimal QKRS a deterministic function is used when authentication fails. In the proof for the 
upper bound a not specified hash-function is used and in the proof of the EPR-variant the total key is recycled when 
the EPR-authentication succeeds. Here we look at the possibility to improve the upper bound on key-recycling, 
which means that we should look at authentication failure. In this section in [1] the hash-functions are not defined. 
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